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PREFACE
A classification of a group of plays by different
authors written at different times under a general title

ot domestic drama is of necessity arbitrary.

A further

olassit1oation of certain of these plays as tragedies and
others as problem plays is also arbitrary; but while
there may be 11ttle objection to the first classifi•
cation, it 1s almost certain that some objection will
arise over the second because there is a suggestion that
those plays not included as tragedies must have some
fault and are not as good as the ones selected.
an impression is not at any time intended.

Such

All of the

plays analyzed in this paper have been proven to be
good-,.drama.

Therefore, there is no intent to disparage

the abilities of the playwrights nor the value of the
representative plays as good drama.

Rather, an attempt

has been made to ascertain exactly what is the one
factor which all tragedies must possess; and by using
this standard, which of course is also arbitrary, an
attempt will be made to discover which of the included
domestic dramas may be qualified as tragedies and which
of them may not be.

There has been no intent to include a partioular
· author's best work: but instead, that work which lends
itself best to the purposes or this paper.

Moreover,

questions may arise over this choice of representative
plays, or why certain plays have not been included.
Aooord1ng to the limits of the paper, it would be
1mpraotical to include all the domestic dramas which
have been written; therefore, the plays which have been
chosen should be considered as a cross-section of
domestic drama.
The supporting evidence for the conclusions found
in this paper has been acquired by a careful analysis
of the plays themselves balanced against the opinions of
recognized or1t1oa of drama.

Ideally, one should see

each of these plays performed by some competent theatr1cal group instead of merely reading them,

Perhaps

a more accurate analysis would be the result, but such
an opportunity is almost impossible to arrange.

Thus,

instead of seeing a living drama acted, it has been
necessary to project the characters in the mind's eye
as I imagined they would appear.

This naturally makes

my oonolusions even more arbitrary.

Therefore, I

humbly otter this attempt at an analysis of the oharao
teristios relative to tragedy, and it disagreement

V

arises over my conolusiona, my wish is that at least
the intent be recognized as honest.
I am deeply indebted to the critics cited in this
paper and moat especially to Allardyae Nicoll, upon
whom I have relied heavily tor background material
necessary to transitional portions between the plays
as, well ·as'-, to the analysis of the plays themselves.
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CHAPTER I
CHARACTERISTICS OF DOMESTIC DRAMA AND QUALIFICATIONS

NECESSARY FOR TRUE TRAGEDY
The domestic play has now beoome one of the
primary means of expression for the serious dramatist.
However, serious doubt exists as to whether these plays
can be considered as the proper vehicle tor true tragedy.
Allardyoe Nicoll restricts many of them under a general
olassifioation of drame; that is, "simply a serious
problem play where emotions never rise to tragic height
and where the denouement is in harmony with the general
atmosphere or the plot.••1 This is all too often true,
but fortunately some domestic dramas rise above this
level.

It is the purpose of this paper to investigate

some of the better domestic dramas and attempt.to prove
that these plays succeed or fail as tragedies because
of the magnitude or the protagonist as a person.

Before

considering the plays themselves, it is necessary to
examine exactly what constitutes this drama and attempt
to establish the criteria by which these plays may or
may not succeed as tragedy.
1 Allardyce Nicoll, British Drama (London, 1946),
page 363.

2

Drama is a changing art.

It satisfies the wants ot

a particular age and must appeal to current taste 1 n
order t o achieve suooess.

Of course, great drama is

timeless, but all dramatists of note have written with
their audiences in mind; and if their particular work
becomes established as a perennial favorite, it is
because they have succeeded in creating oharaoters with
timeless qualities.

Critics have continually endeavored

to establish rules, harking back to Aristotle's Poetics.
The neoclassic critics devised a definite list of
qualifications which they felt tragedy had to possess.
Such regulations will, of themselves, quite naturally
stifle any development in drama; and further, if tragedy
must conform to a strict formula, it will soon become
an oddity, for there will be no room fo� development,,
and there will be no allowance made for changing tastes.
This is not to say that centuries of criticism must
be oaat aside.

But there must be a oonstant re-evalua•

t1on of the aims of drama in general and the qualities
of tragedy in particular.
Perhaps the best starting place would be an inves
tigation of domestio drama itself.

Domestic drama, as

the name implies, deals with family life--its difficulties
and problems.

The plays are realistic, and they are

oonoerned with the faithless husband, the erring wife,
the arbitrary parent, the prodigal son, the common
causes of domestic dissention, be it parental tyranny,
jealousy,. revenge, infidelity, boredom, selfi�hness,
sex antagonism, or any other oiraumstanoe which may
cause clashes within a family circle or with immedta.te
assoo1ates.2

There are also to be included within the

scope of this drama the misfortunes caused by the direct
influence of environmental circumstances beyond the
control of the characters which may be natural or man
made.

Under these qualifications Sophocles• Oedipus

the King and Shakespeare's Othello are domestic dramas.
Oedipus and Othello are persons who, in addition to
their domestic difficulties, are involved in responsi
bilities of state.

They are idealized personages, and

their sufferings and passions are of a great magn1tude.3
This may be the chief objection to olassifying'domestio
dramas as valid tragedies. Robert Metcalf Smith says
of Othello and Oedipus that "they have the universality
that distinguishes them as heroes of world tragedy.n4
The interpretation of the term "universality" causes
certain difficulty.

The most distinguishing feature

of domestic drama 1s the universality of the characters
2 Robert Metoalf Smith, ed., Types of Domestio
Tragedy, (New York, 1928), page 1.
C Ibid.
4 Ibid.

4
in the sense that the man or today oan identify himself
with the charaotors in domest1o tt-agedy.

It oan be

either himself or his neighbor, and the forces operating
within the play are those which may operate on him •.
Characters who have u niversality 1n this sense are
suitable then as oharaotors in x-eal tragedy.
To return to domostio drama as a type, A. E. Morgan
has noted that drama is greatest when kept close to
common life, and the playwright who places too muoh
emphasis on the beauty of his oroat1on otten loses
contact with humanity.

The natural result is that

the al't is removed from 1 ts source of nour1shment. 5
Even a staid but praot1oal critic like William Archer
could firmly assert that it was the duty of the stage
to "look life sti-111.ght 1n the faoe and not from any
predetermined angle."6 Domestic drama does look 11fe
1n tha face and does 1t in an honest fashion.

Neither

speo1al d1ot1on, except that which is in keeping w1th
the personality of the characters, nor nobility of
station, except the nobility of tho human spirit, nor
rigid form 1e required.

Realism 1a achieved by a

natural presentation or domestio life.

Whether this 1s

an advance or merely a trans1t1on aooording to the times
A. E. Morgan, Tendencies ot Modern English Drama,
(New York, 1924), page 14!!.'!--�·- ------�-----5

6 William Archer, The Old Drama and the New,
(Boston, 1923), page 1a.

5

and their demand for a oerta1n expression in drama
remains to be seen.

Aroher does continue to say that

the progress in drama is not only negative by purging
unnecessary elements, but it is.also positive because
there has been an attempt to aoqu1re a technique where
by the audience will be interested in a "sober and
accurate 1�1tation of life."7 Often beoause of the very
aoouraoy

dr

domestic dttama, it becomes banal. The

oharaoters are often too petty and, when they are, the
material for true tragedy 1s missing.
Another element of domestic drama 1s, as Smith
puts it, the tendency to "moralize the age" and hold up
for indictment and warning the sins of the erring
parent, wife, husband, or lover, or to philosophize on
the extraneous forces contributing to the plight of the
oharaotera in question.8 This didaotio1sm has greatly
harmed many of the domestic dramas.
The ohiet detriment to many domestic dramas is,
as.mentioned before, the pettiness of the obaraoters.
They are too common as persona; they have no redeeming
feature.

However, Smith is very general when he

oonoludes that since domestic problems are special, the
7
8

Ibid., page 20.
Smith,_ page 2.

6

main emotion aroused 1s pity, 9

But when domestic drama

qualifies as tragedy, it does succeed in doing these
things beoause or the dignity inherent in the protago�
nist.

Further, what are speoial problems?

Many of the

problems enoountered in the greatest t�agedies are
certainly speo1al.

Few or us experience the diff1oult1es

of-· an Oedipus ol' a Hamlet• •· The fall of states and king
doms is difficult to imagine today as depending upon the
fall.of a single pel'son.

Life is no longel' that simple.

Everyone is caught in an enesoapable mesh of forces
which present a multitude of problems.

These might be

c·ona1dered special if they do not immediately af':t'eot us,
but they are quite personal--henoe un1versal--1n that
they oan happen 'to praotioally any member of' the audience,
Therefore, the oonoept of kathars1s is as valid today
as in the time of Al'istotle.

In a domestic tragedy the

audience can identify itself with the characters, and
there is a proper purgation of emotion during these few
hours of quite intense, honest reeling,

When this

occurs; surely the domestic drama involved is worthy
to be called great tragedy.
Niooll cautions that there are certain aims which

no dramatist can violate.
9

Ibid., page 6.

He groups these aims proper

7

to tragedy, comedy, and drama, and any confusion of these
aims can only result in either failure or med1oor1ty. 10
But N1ooll goes on to say that tragedy "requires some
atmosphere or .what may be call ed majestic grandeur,
and this in many domestic plays 1s entirely laoking. nll
An understanding of what is meant by majestic grandeur
must be ascertained, and it may be helpful to turn to
Aristotle's Psetics, whioh provides a very important
point of departure for any analysis of tragedy.

The

following definitions establish a definite criteria
which should aid in a differentiation between tragedy
and drama.

Also, these definitions provide a key to

what actually constitutes majestic grandeur and from
whence it may spring.
Tragedy then, is nn imitation of an action
that is serious, compl ete, and or a certain
magnitude; 1n language embellished with each
kind of artistic ornament, the several parts
being found in separate parts of the play;
1n the form of action, not of narrative;
through pity and fear effecting the proper
purgation of the�e emotions .

..............,.......

The pl ot then is the first principl e _. and as
1 t were, the soul of tragedy: Character
holds ·the ,second place.

. . . . . . . ,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Tragedy is an imitation not only of a complete
action, but of events terribl e and pitiful.
lO Allardyce Nicoll, The Theory ot Drama (New York,
1 923), page 174.
ll

Ibid.

-

8

• • • pity 1s aroused by unmerited misfortune,
fear by the misfortune of a man like ourselves.
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .
The the protagonist must be one who is
highly renowned and prosperous • • • •

Tragedy is an imitation of persons who are
above common leve1 . 12

His observations are essential in any attempt to discuss
the oharaoteristios of tragedy, but is must be remembered
that they constitute tragedy as Aristotle witnessed it.
Values have changed, and audiences have changed in
attitude and erudition;
necessity change.

therefore, the drama must of

But 1n the best domestic tragedies

all of the mentioned elements except the status of t he
protagonist are there.

If we may depart from the concept of princes and
kings as being the only fit aubjeota for tragedy, it
still remains to be discovered what tragedy should be.
From where are to come the awe and grandeur?

The diff1•

oulty may be attributed to the neoolassioiats, who seem
to have felt that the rules they formulated would prevent
romantio notions from destroying the sternness of
tragedy.13

Granted, there should be something stern and

12 Aristotle, Poetics, in C�itio1sm: Tbe Majo�
Texts, ed. Walter Jackson 13ate (New Y0 rk, 1952)) pages 22-9�
13

Niooll, �e Theory of Drama, page i21.

9

majestic .in this art.

But in our present world, persona

ot a lower station of;life are quite capable of·being
powerful enough within their own sphere ot influence to
give the impression ·of' majesty, ·and·by their aota provoke
awe.

Pity is not the emotion to be aroused; because pity

soon becomes associated with the sentimental.
mestic plays are guilty of this fault.

Many do

However, those

domestic dramas which should be 1noluded within the
oont1nes of tragedy do possess persons with suffioient
potential. Henoe, awe and majesty are evoked by observa
tion of some affront to noble human dignity of suoh
proportions that the person's station in life is of no
oonoern. ·Such oharaoters have c ounterparts widely
spread throughout all·atrata of society, and the audience
can identify itself with them. Nicoll agrees that there
is a spirit of universality found in every great·drama
regardless of where or when that play was produced.
Although this universality is often only symbolic, it
rilises a set of oircumstanoes to a:higb.er plane, and the
_ tragic 1mp� e.ss1on is aroused. 14 N1ooll';ie referring to
the subject.

The same observation applies when speaking

of uni veraal1ty of oharaoter as herein defined. It
14

Ibid., pages
-

10 1-2.

10
should be noted that the better domest1o dramas, those
that should legitimately be olassed as tragedy, conform-
with necessary adaptation to our times--to the oited
portions of the Poetics.
There 1s one essential difference in domestic
drama • . Character 1a perhaps still second to plot, but
often, especiaily 1n the domestic t�agedies,
it is the
.
character who gives the plot its signifioance.

His

actions and reactions to extraneous or self-inflicted
foroes, which may_be mental, physical, or symbolical,
are of utmost importance.

Herein is the.very heart of

uni versal1 ty. Awe and grandeur are provoked by the very
nature of the character in question, and it may safely
be said that in the best or these dramas katharais is
achieved., Ludwig Lewisohn felt that 1n modern tragedy
man fa118 to aohieve peace with his universe.

Thette is

a loss of.certitude, a "crying out after a reconcilia
tion with an uncomprehending world.nl5

It must be asoe�ta1ned what sort of character might
possibly fit into a domestic tragody.

He is no longer

required to_be a person of greatness as far as station
is ooncex-ned; yet there must be some feature within
his make-up whioh elicits the discussed attributes of a
trag1o figure.

It we agree With Nicoll that "It is the

15 Ludwig Lewisohn, The Modern Drama (New York,
1915), pages 4-5.

11

hero who g1 ves s1g n1t1oanoe and tone to a trageay, " 16
then it is the acttons of that character whtch deserve
our attention.

The 1rnportant oohaept of the tragic

!'laW1lhas been further confounded. w1 th the entanglement
of external influences and wills with which the he�o
cannot cope. 17

Moreover, until the time of Marlowe,

tragedy wae a thing of princes and kings.

Marlowe,

th�ough the 1ntluenoe of Maah1ave111, developed the
superman in Tamburla1ne, Dr. Faustus, and Barabas�
Thesi'oharacters over�ode the common moral o�dea 1n
their effort to realize their particular ideala.18
,Afte,.. this came Hamlet and Macbeth, wherein, "The
tragic het"o is placed in a pos1t1on no other character
in the tragedy holds; he becomes not a superman, aa
· with' Marlowe's hero, but a figure standing high above
his oompaniona."19 The stage was set for a man of
lower station, but with certain attributes or greatness
inherent in his own human dignity, to assume the role
ot a protagonist ot a tragedy.
Regardless of �he station or ·the-�rotagon1at, an
essential factor 1n tragedy 1a the struggle.
�

In the

domeet1o tragedies it is not a struggle upon which the
16 N1ooll 1 The Theory of Drama, page 147.
17 Ibid., Pages -147-5$.
18 N1ooll, Br1ttah Drama, page
19 Ibid.

-

1 79.
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fate of nations depends; instead it is a sti-uggle with
unfriendly forces pertaining to domestic life.

The

fox-oes have: to; be. powe:rful, too powerful to overcome,. but
a ,tragic. figure must. have the chance to tail hono:rably •
Most impor,tant is that we see this struggle with fate. 2° ·
Lewisohn explains .this change in the struggle when he
says, "Thus the emphasis of the drama was shifted f'l'om
what men do.to what they suffer. n 21 EARLY DOMESTIC DRAMAS
In the very heyday of Elizabethan drama there
appeared the first serious domestic play, Arden of
·�

Feversham.

Its author was probably either Kyd or

Shakespeare·;• and 1 t was acted between 1586 and 1692. 22
Th1s shitt- from royal themes was perhaps 1neV1table
as the olass1oal restraint ot rules _and precepts. Wf..8
broken.' This play does make the first definite break
with trad1t1on. 23

In an age that loved blood tragedies,

this play is 1n keeping with its theme or murder by a
wife and her lover.

The favorite element or revenge

20 Barrett H, Clark, A Study of the Modern Drama,
(New York, 1925), page 340.
21 Lewisbhn, J:9.ge 3.

22
John Gassner, Masters of the Drama (Hew 'York, ..
1940), page �02.
23
N1ooll, British Drama, page 95. ·

13
is missing.

It is a mediocre play of or1m1nal passion

in which the wife, Alice, is infatuated with Mosbie,
and the two plot to kill Arden.
unrealistic.

The oharaoters are

Arden vacillates from weakness to strength

with no precise delineation of oharacter,'-Arden of
Feversham fails as a true-tragedy because 1t deals with
a ·.sordid event, and oharaoter development• is subordinate
to the story. · It' it is thrilling, 1 t is only because of
its graphic deaor1pt1on that ia without broader.s1gn1t1oanoe.
The play remains an oddity; but it is important,
for it pl'ovided. a definite opportunity for English drama
to take a new _tack with a new type of trag1o endeavor. 24
Gassner bas noted that although there were a few imita
tions during the Elizabethan period, like A Warning to
Fair Women (1599) and The Yol'kshire Tx-agedz · (1608) 1
the play 1s s1gn1fioant in foreshadowing the middle•
olase-drama of a later age. 25

The Yorkshire Tragedy

shows some advance over Arden or Feversham beoause there
is an attempt at a lott1er appeal.
as suooesatul tragedy.

Neither play succeeds

Tuoker Brooke identifies their

. fault when he says that these plays are "fine instances
_of a olass wh1oh 1 ·beoause 1t oonaerns itself primarily
�4

Ibid., page 95. ·
-

25 Gassner, page 203.

14
with actual physical horror, can soaroely rise to the
lev.el of high art. "26 The foroea of romantic tragic•
oomedy and the horror tragedy brought doom to these
early attempts at domestic tragedy.

The heroio senti

ments we�e to transport the minds of men from the
contemplation of ordinary sorrows and joys. 27

The

ma_�erial fbr drama beoame restricted and conventiona
lized.

Consequently, a love for the impossible, the

stupendous, and the supernatural evolved.

The criminal

ramifications of illicit love had superseded·the endea
vors of Marlowe and Shakespeare to depict emotions with
artful taste.

Stock situations and stock characters
became the vogue.28

In

1603 there appeared a play worthyd;o be called

a domestic tragedy.

This was Thomas Heywood's A Woman

Killed With Kindness •. It is an isolated p1eoe and had
no imitators, probably because of the above reasons.
The theme of infidelity 1s nothing new, but as Otelia
Cromwell states in her study of Heywood, "1t 1s the
judgement of the husband that raises the play

0 1;

1: ._-,_:'

26 c. F. Tucker Brooke, Ed., The Shakespeare
Apocrypha (Oxford, 1908), page x11.
27 Nicoll, British Drama, page 203.

28 Ashley H. Thorndike, Tragedz (Cambridge, 1908),
Pages 33'7•8.

15
out of the haokneyed."29

The play offers a f1ne·start1ng

place for a detailed study of the character of the
protagonist of the sex-ioua domestic dramas.

In the

theatre of the day, infidel! ty was 'SUffioient g:rounds
for blood revenge.

Usually this theme was presented

within the atmosphere of a court with its various
1nt.r1guea among persona of noble lineage.

In this play

the setting is the household of a well-to-do business•
man, Frank.fo2.-d; his wife, Anne; and his supposed friend,
Wendoll. During Frankford's absence, Anne suooumbs to
Wendoll's amorous advances.

On his return, Frankford

is told by a ,servant of his wife's infidelity, but hia
faith in his wife is too strong for him to believe this.
However, during a oard game that night between him,
Ar:rne, and Wendall, ·every play, every comment, and every
gesture strengthens� growing suspicion.· The symbolism
and tragic irony of this scene contribute etfeativelt
to atatate of d�amatia suspense. It is' finally too much
for the tortured man, and he must quit the game.
Here is a new Hamlet who also must be sure before
he act,.

On the exouse of business out of town, he and

his servant leave only to· steal back into the house that
.

29 Otelia Cromwell, Thanas He wood A Stud ot the
Elizabethan Drama of Everyaay· Life New �aven, l�28),
page 55.
.

1

.

16

night, and they discover Anne and Wendoll in each
other• s arms.

or

This_ would have been enou$h f'or Hamlet

for any·other oharaoter·in Elizabethan tragedy.

Frankford, in a .t'i t of

passi-on,

1s· about: to kill Wendoll,

but a moment' �r stay by one of the maids causes him to
change his mind. It is evident that he is-an uncommon
man when he says:
I thank thee maid; thou�, like the-angel's hand,
Hast stay 1 d me·from a bloody saorifioe.-Go villain; an my wrongs sit on thy soul
As heavy �s this grief doth_upon m1ne1
When thou reaord 1 st my many courtesies,
And shalt compare them with thy treacherous heart,
Lay them together, weigh them equally,-'Twill be revenge enough, Go, to thytriend
A Judas; pray, pray, lest I live to see 30
Thee, Judas-like, hang 1 d on an elder-tree1
This is not the speeoh of a weakling, but rather, they
. a).'fe the words. of a. m_an who knows the 1nsuff'1o1ency of
- death as r evenge._ Death· only satis.ti.es custom and pro
vides escape tor. the guilty.

A.man or Frankford's

,introspeotion_would not mete such punishment to,a be•
traying f�iend.

However, Wendoll is not or admirable

oharaoter,'and we remark this tul'n of events

as merely

wo�thy of oontemplati1on of a man who acts diff�rently
from the prevailing custom.
30

The horror and then the

kWoman Killed With Kindness, LV,v.

1'1
aw·e and majesty evoked by bis actions do not ooout
until· we hear. his ·pronouncement on his wife:
·yy words are reg1st 1 red 1n Heaven already.
With patience hear met I'll not martyr thee,
Nor· mark thee for a a trumpet; but w1 th usage
Of humility torment thy soul;
And kill thee even with kindness� 3l .
From the lips of another pe�son this would be considered
diabolical••

But Frankfot"d is a man with manifest love

for his �fe, and he is also to suffer. nut with blood
on hi� hands, but with oQmpasa1on.

Further, he is an

ordinary.man and not a king, and when Frankford
exercises his power of human spirit, he transcends any
titular station in life.

A kingdom does not tall because

of his fall, yet one feels it aould happen t o him or
someone like him.

'l'his aroused tear is 1n true keeping

with Aristotle's theoey of purgation.

In the world of

reality, moral people are fully aware that murder and
suicide are not condoned.

What is to be done then?

The alternatives mentioned are easy; Frankford's action
rises above both.

There is majesty in suoh a man,

and it is his character alone that qualifies this
domestic drama as true tragedy.
The _play taken as a whole has numerous faults and
should not be considered as great.
31

Ibid.

-

The oard game scene

18
is wol'thy of' note, for it ia one, or the stronger points.
It primarily serves the purpose ot bringing .together
the different figures in the play in one atmosphere as
well as oonneoting them with both the audience and the
w orld beyond.

The effect is, therefore, that there

are forces operating apart from those presented on the
stage. 32 Many great tragedies contain that air ot
forces beyonq the ken of ordinary human bsings.

These

forces of destiny, if' they may be ,9alled such, are pal't
of what every person associates with any wrongs he suffers
that cannot be identified readily • .However, it is the
character of Frankford which establishes this early
~domestic drama e.s tragedy and therefore demonstrates
that this type o� drama oan rise above the level of the
serious problem play.
J.ao,obean dramatists showed little concern for the
domestio drama.

The the�tre after the death of Eliza

beth was certainly active enough, but themes of political
and religious aat,ire became the favorites.

The plays

themselves were beoomeing more polished and less coarse,
. but quite often they were also .more indecent •33 The
32

33

]i�ooll, The Th.eom,; of Drama, page 117.

Martha Pletcher Bellinger, A Short History of
the Drama (New York, 1927), page 247.
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. theatre was thought of as a thing of kings and lords,
and the jibes against the rising Puritans became food
tor arguments oono:ern1ng the abolishment of the theat.i-es.

r

The playhouses wer;e oonsidex-ed as breeding gxiountl,s for
riots and disease� and this,. coupled with the previously
mentioned religious issues, caused·Parl1ament to·suppress
stage. plays in 1642.
to be torn down.

In 1648 all·playhousea were ordered

Bellinger has noted that in a city

the size of.London these ordinanoes oould not-be oom•
pletely enforced, but ror all intents and purposes, the
playhouses were closed from 1642 until 1660. 34 Naturally,
when write�s ;do not have the opportunity for praot1oal
experience, the dramas written only for reading will
suffer,

Mo�eover, during these years no significant

play treating a serious domestic theme was written.
It is difficult to say why taste shifted to more
spectacular themes.

Perhaps the middle olass was tired

of its drab existence and wanted.to escape.

At any rate

the playwrights turned to the East and Oriental heroes,
and the emphasts was plaoed on terror arising from
physical aotion.35 Certainly this is evident from the
34
35

Ibid.,.page 248.
Nicoll, British Drama, pages 296-297.
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popular heroio plays after the reo pening of the theatres.
Thomas Otway did write one domestic drama,�
Orphan (1680), two years before his masterpiece, Venioe
Preserved. 36 ,The plot concerns the rivalry between
twin bttothel's fol': the love of the heroine, Monim1a,
their father's ward.

She seoretly marries one, but

by-_a trick the other substitutes himself' on the marl'1age
night.

It is a, shoddy situation w1 th pa:ra:1�lels in

pl'eceed1ng plays, and interest 1s sustained, as Thorndike
points out, only, by "OtT,ay's power to depict love and
d1stress.t,t 37 , .. Although saved as a play, it is hal'dly a
true tragedy.

Monimia is a pitiful ohal'aoter who elicits

our sympathy but is soon forgotten.

Too infrequent are

exchanges auoh as. the one when hel' seducer, Polydore,
suggests running away, and if they have a child, to kill
it.

Mon1m1a protests, and the following exchange hints

at the possible power of the theme:
Mon.

No, sure, that may livet

Poly.· Why?
Mon.

To become a thing
More wretched than its parents; to be brag�ed
With all o ur infamy, and curse its birth.

36 Gassner, page 248.
37

38

Thorndike, page 217.
The Orphan, IV.
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Perhaps Nicoll's term drama would most aptly be applied
to this play.

It is serious and presents a problem, but

because of the handling of character, it m ust remain as
an isolated.example of domestic drama during the Restora
tion, along with Southerne•s The Fatal Marriage and Rowe's
The Fair Penitent and.Jane Shore.
-

It was not until several decades later that the

middle class was �orutinized, and this was in George
Lillo's The London.Merchant or The History of George
Barnwell (1731) •. This play may be accepted as definite
proof that, the merchant class by 1731 had a positive
and respected plaoe in the English social system.39 In.
his dedication to the play Lillo exP,resses a didaotio,
moral purpose in writing the piece, for he felt that it
was through •the medium .of tragedy that his end might
best be aooompl1shed.

Most relevant is his opinion

on the protagonist of tragedy because he insists:
It princes; eta., were alone liable to mis•
fortunes arising from vice or weakness in
themselves or others, there would be good
reason for confining the charaoters in tragedy
to those of superior rank; but since the con
trary is evident, nothing can be more reasonaiOe
than to proportion the remedy to the disease.
39 : Smith, page 81.
40 ?bid., Dedication by', John .Lillo to The London
Merchant,·_ page 83.
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It was his intent to enlarge the province of tragedy
by having characters which oould come closer home to
the audience.

With suoh a definite moral aim, tho

subsequent scenes are often quite undramatic.

Accord

ingly, Barnwell never rises to t ragic p?'oport1ons, but
Lillo was daring enough to make the hero a mere appren•
tioe and from his fate draw tears from a fashionable
audience.41
The protagonist, Barnwell, ie a young man who is
no matoh for the clever prostitute Millwood.

Lillo

definitely asserts·his theme when he has Barnwell say:
yet, ..for a moment's guilty pleasure, shall
I lose my innocence, my peace of mind, and
· hopes of,,. splid happ1ness?42
Bal"nwell is simply too petty a person to be a-: t'ragio .
f,igure.

.

He might move some t<> pity and indeed still

provoke a few tears as he did with an eighteenth cen
tury audience, but too much oonsideration'is devoted
to the moral 1mpl1oe.t1ons of the play and not ·enough
to the dev.elopment of Battnwell.

Thorndike's juµgment

that "Barnwell's ,repentence is much dwelt upon an� the
moral lesson is enforced in every 11ne, n43 is indica
tive of the inevitable flatness of character whioh
41 Nicoll, British Drama, page 97.
2
42
43

The London Merchant, I, 11 1.
Thorndike, page 315.
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ensues when an author uses his characters as mere
mouthpieces for his own convictions.
An illuminating speech, which is perhaps a critique

of the .English middle-class mind of this .time, is pre•
sented when Barnwell sayss

Is virtue inconsistent with itself, or are
vioe and virtue only empty names? Or do
they depend on aooidents, beyond our power
to produce or to prevent--wherein we have
no part1 and yet mum be determined by the
event?4'!1:
His confusion is evident as the confusion of a class of
people now assuming more and more responsibility is
evident.

The forces which are not tangible enough to

combat are to be later, as in this play, a vital fea
ture of domestic drama.

The cry of Barnwell is the

ory of a class of people when he says:
. '

But-why should I attempt to reason? All
1s confusion, horror and reverse, I find
I am lost, cast down from all my late
ereoted hopes, and plunged aij!in in guilt,
yet soaroe know how or why-Although this play was to have great influence on
continental, especially German, drama, it is, as Gassner
oalled it, "olaptrap.1146 However, the importanoe'of
44
45
46

The London Merchant, II, xiv. - , .. ·
iibid.
Gassner, page 285.
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this play exists in the influence
or its ohax-ao ters.

of the theme·. and not

Thorndike called 1t, "The most im

po!'tant contribution to the general development"";'of
1
European tragedy in the eighteenth 0entury ." 47 '. Poor
as the play may be, Niooll believed that it "marked
the downfall of the olass1oal tragedy, drove outworn
themes from the stage, and established the basis for the
modern theatre."48
The type did not develop 1n England despite the
popularity or this play.

The Gamester by Edward Moore

a quarter of a century later is only slightly better
than The London Merchant. The most significant reason for
this failure t o al'ouse a larger .following in this type
of drama was that comedy had taken possession of both
domestic sentiment and m orality. ,The species of
sentimental and tearful comedy which had appeared by
1730 in both England and France soon flourished in
both ·aount�ies.49 The early eighteenth century reactions
agai nst the Restoration comedies inspired the senti
mental comedies of Cibber, Steele, Colman, and Cumberland.
Aooo.t-d!ng ·�izo. 8mith the neaaon for this was as f'ollowa:
47
48
49

Thorndike, page 314.
Nicoll, British D!,_�., page 297 �
Thorndike, page 319.
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a perverted taste for sententious moralities,
and high-flown sentimentalities, for tearful and
penitent heroines in distress, rescued from
catastrophe by a happy end, robbed domestic
tragedy of its opportunity upon the stage.
Only Lillo's George Barnwell and The Fatal
Curiosity (1737), Moore's Gamester (1753) and
Cumberland's Mysterious Husband {1783) remain
as examples of what the eighteenth century
domestic tragedy might have become if it had
not been overwhelmed by the tradition of
sentimental oomedy.50
Then, as always, it was the audience which die•
tated the type o f plays which would be populax-.

Ex•

oessive:1expenditux-a of money in the times preoeeding
Queen Anne had impoverished the aristocracy, and they
no longex- hesitated to make alliances with the wealthier
b ourgeoiste.

The sharp cleavage between tradesman and

aristocrat was closed-

Their union produced people

who liked comedy, moralizations, sentimentalism, and
pathos.51 The power or appreciating tragic intensity
was rapidly being lost, and sentimentalism inclined
toward the d�ame instead of real tragedy.52 The audiences
beoame drude,nand the plays became mere melodrama; and
the better writers turned to plays to be read rather
than acted.53 As mentioned earlier, such a departure
from thA practical side of the theatre naturally causes
50

Smith, page 4.

51 Nicoll, British Drama, page 261.
52 Ibid., page 299.
53

Ibid., page 301.
-
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a deoline.

Goldsmith and Sheridan obeoked it a little

with their comedy of manners, but taste continued to
run to Gothic plays, melodramas, and imitations of
Shakespeare's histories.

It'waa not until the later

nineteenth century that domestic drama returned to
England.

Since the time of Pinero•s The Second

Mra� Tangueraz (1893),

the English stage has had aoores

of domestic dramas.
It is better to turn to the Continent before con
tinuing with English domestic drama.

The Continental

realists proved themselves masters of themes which
English writers were quite afraid to touoh.

However,

onoe the English playwrights learned from such men as
Ibsen, Strindberg, and Tolsto1, to name but a few, the
methods of handling starkly realistio themes, the
English stage beoame modern.

CHAPTER II
REPRESENTATIVE CONTINENTAL DRAMAS
With Frederic Hebbel interest in serious domestio
drama on the Continent was begun.

Prior to Hebbel's

Maria Magdalena (1844), German dramatists were oonoerned
with oonfliots between the standards of the aristooraoy
and those of the middle class.

In this play Hebbel

breaks with tradition and confines his characters to
the lower middle olass, for he felt that they contained
within themsel ves the elements neoessa17 for t ragedy.1
The protagonist of the play, Master Anthony, g overns
his own life and the life of his family by strict cod.es:
the codes of the lower-middle-class German who values
honesty, hard work, olass consciousness, and strict
morality.

He is adamant in maintaining these codes,

and when they clash with the changing society, the
result 1s the ruin of the entire family.
Anthony has no patienoe with h1a son Karl, who,
though a hard worker, also loves to play and has 1 nourred
1 Robert Met calf Smith, ed., Types of Domestic
Tragedy (New York, 1928), page 151.
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a few small debts at the village taverns.

When Karl

is accused of a jewel theft, Anthony readily accepts
his guilt.

Society in the form of the bailiff Adam

collaborates in this tragedy because according to fi.
Anthony's code a bailiff was not the equal of an honest
craftsman, and Anthony had once refused to drink with
Adam.

Adam naturally seizes the opportunity to avenge

this slight by making a publ1o display of Karl's arrest
and the search for the jewels in Anthony's house.
mother, who has been 111, dies from the shook.
the daughter, was to wed Leonard.

The

Clara,

He is a scheming•

young man who had intended to marry her because he knew
her father had a large sum of money which he wished as
a dowry.

When he leattns that Anthony no longer has the

money, and then the thought occurs to him that having for
a wife the sister of a thief would be disabling to the
career of a town cashier, he breaks with her.

Clara is

pregnant with his child, but she knows she cannot tell
her father because it would kill him.
oommits suicide.

Instead, she

Karl, when exonerated of the crime,

retu:r-ns home; but he is going to l'llD away to sea 'because
he is no longer able to abide with his f'athel''s tyranny
and lack of faith in him.

Th� en��re family 1s ruined

because of a combination of incidents in collision
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with a code of ethics which is defined by convention
and not by expedience or right.
The play is not a true tragedy.

Anthony is repre

sentative or a class and is used more as a type than
as a real character.

His redeeming features are only

abstract representative conventions, and'h1s actions
are_dlreoted toward satisfying these rather· than a
sincere concern for his family.

He never tries to adjust

t o the changing times; but instead, he remains ensoonoed
in this inflexible oode-of ethics whioh_can only mtian
defeat.

His stubbornness is not.of a noble kind.

It

is a blind adherence to a code, and when he says at the

end of the play, "I don't understand the world any more,"2
one notices that it is a class of people who are contused
and not only Anthony; he i s of secondary importance.
Therefore, the play 1s a serious problem play and
nothing more.

L. H. Allen, 1n his introduction to

Hebbel•s plays, noted that Hebbel felt that "tragedies
arise not from the direotion,of the will as Christianity
wou ld have it, but from the will itselt."3 It is a
shame t hat Hebbel did not exeoute this theory 1n
2 Maria. Magdalena, trans. Barber Fairley, III,x1.
3 L. H. Allen, ed., Three Pla1a by Frederic Hebbel
(London, 1914), page x iv.
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Maria Magdalena.

If Anthony had not merely conformed,

but instead, if he had given his code an honest appraisal,
the play might have developed t o t ragio proportioris
because of the potentialities for, a great struggle.
Despite'the fact that this suooesstui and impressive
drama does not achieve tragic proportions, Hebbel'a ·
inf-luenoe both w1 th his natural1st1o style and choice
of theme is evident in later Continental dramas.
The effects of Soandanavian, and especially Nor
wegian, drama are still being felt in all creative
litex-atutte.

In theme, method of exposition, conception

of chai-aotel', and style a whole new vista was opened.
Although Ibsen and Strindberg are pe:tthaps the most
popular, Bj8rnstjerne Bj6rnson•s impoietanoe in the rise
of Soandanavian drama cannot be overlooked. 4 11.otteover,
Bj�rnaon must be given credit for writing the first
truly suooessful social reform play, The Bankrupt
(18'14).

As Gustafson has noted, this play probably

encouxwaged Ibsen to continue w1 th this type of drama

whioh he had only halfheaxwtedly worked w1th previously.5
The Bank�upt (En Fallit) is a serious domestic drama
which was �ismiseed as dry and trivia� by early critics,
4
Alriok Gustafson,- "The Soandanavian Countt1ies,"
in A Histor� of Modern Drama, ed. Barrett H. Clark and
George Freeley (New York, 1947), page 44.
5 Ibid., page 45.
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but, 1t soon beo�e one of the gl'eat successes of the ,
Soandanav1an theatres.6 The play 1s neither a tragedy
nor Bj8rnson•e best work.

Howevel', it is important for

the purposes of this paper because the play contains
a oonoept1on of oharaotar as well as the effects of
o1roumstanoes on a group of people which were to play
a vjtal role in later domestic dramas.

At the opening of the play, the Tjaelde family is
presented as an idle, upper-middle-class family.

The

daught,ers, Signe and Valborg, ca.toe only for the sham and
pretence ot social position.

Valborg disdains the

displays of affection by Sannaes, her father's oonf1dent1al
ole:t-k who has uncouth «red hands."

The mothel'.''s whole

oonoel'n, is to prepal'e varied meals that will give
credit to the house and thus enable her husband, Henn1,ng,
to make a,good impression on his business associates.
The foreboding of tragedy is introduced, however, for
the other businessmen in the ar.ea are failing.
apparent that Tjaelde will also fail.

It is

The follow�ng

speeoh by Valborg 1.s.•1ponstantly remembered as the play
proceeds because or its powerful irony:
6 R. Farquharson Sharp, Introduction to Threo
Dramas by BjBrnson (London, 1912), pages x-xi.
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Well, I cannot imagine how one.could be more
cruelly wronged than to be allowed to assume a
position that was.• nothing but a lie, to l ive
up to means that had no real existence but
were merely a sham--one•s clothes a, lie, one's
very existence a liel Suppose I were the sort
of girl that found a oertain delight in making
use of her position as a rich man's daughter-
in using 1t·to the fullest.possible extent;
well, when I discovered that all that my father
had given me was stolen-•that all he had made
me believe in was a lie--I am sure that then
my anger and my shame would be beyond all bondst7
It 1s soon apparent that all really is a lie, and
not even a la�t moment appeal to a Mr� Lina, a rich
bankel:', can aave the Tjaelde.businesa.

Tjaelde has

cheated; he has kept false accounts; he has practiced
poor business ethics; he has deo.e ived his friends; but
he has worked li ke a demon to hold it all together.
Under the ruthless investigation of Berent, all this is
discovered, and Tjaelde is doomed.· Tjaelde considel"s
r.unning, shooting Berent, and shooting himself; but after
11s t�ning to

these things.

Be!•ent• a

terrible· argument, he rises above

The second act, .which conta.1ns Tjaelde' s

desparate sparring with Be1:tent, is a masterful bit of

work.

From the standpoint of finance, the heart of

the play is provided by Berent, who says, "You have
mixed up falsehood and truth for so long tha� you have
7 The Bankrupt, trans F. Farquharson Sharp, I.
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forgotten the simplest laws of oommeroe. "8 · Howeve:r,
this is not the true impo:rtanoe of the play.

Tja_elde

has lost himself, and in doing so, he has lost his
The possible oou:t'se fol:' salvation is made

family.

olear in the following exohange:
Tjaelde.

Ohl --How shall I ever dare to look
any one in the faoe again? -•I, who
have defiled everything and deoeived
every one?

Berent.

The man who has enjoyed the respect
wh!oh he d id not deserve must some day
undergo the humiliation which he has
deserved. 'That is a law; and I can
not save you from that. 9

Td�elde gives in and calls for his wife to oomf'ort him,
and the curtain comes down at the end ot a t remendous
)

•

aot.

. ,
•

j

.

'

During the ensuing action, humiliation is heaped
upon the man, but the family is drawn together.

They,

with the faithful help of' Sannaes, agree to work as one;
and in the final act the bankruptcy has been paid oft;
Valborg and Sannaes are,•t o be married; Signe becomes
a useful human being; the mother is cared for; and all
is sweetness and inspirational light.

In fact, it all

becomes rather common melodrama with the reunion of
friends and the regained reapeot of all.
8

9

Ibid., II

-

Ibid.

The lesaon
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that a "united family 1s 1nvinciblet" is voioed, 10 and
tl'ue as this may be,, one has the feeling that nothing

was really lost;: no saal'if'ioe was really made r no odds
were l'eally very atl'ong •.
Of course, with such an ending the play would.not
be called a tl'aeedy under any l'easonable def'ini'tfon.
All-_!las paid off;: patience,. humility,, hard work,. and
love have triumphed.. There 1s a definite tragic air·
at the termination of the second act when Tjaelde actually
does become ennobled in the eyes of the audience.

If the

play had ended there,. or if Bj6rnson had continued in a
different vein,. the play could have possibly developed
into a tragedy •. Such was obviously not his intent •.
The play is very important, however,. 1n light of what.
Bj6rnson demonstrated could be done •. It took Ibsen to
extend what Bj8rnson started into tragedy.
Henrik Ibsen must be considered next, for all sel'iw a:
model'n domestic drama is in one way or another indebted
to his in fluence... In addition to Hebbel and Bj8rnson,,
Ibsen
undoubtedly owed much to Eugene Scribe's concept
.,
of la piece bien faite • . Early 1 n his oa�eer Ibsen was
stage manager in Bergen, and he staged many of Scribe's
plays.. This contact w1th the practical side of the
10 Ibid.,. III •.
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theatx-e ls evident in Ibsen's ot'aftsmanship.

But Ibsen

went beyond a meohanioal presentation of time-worn
plots and entered into the realm of psyohologioal realism.•
Domestic drama is Ibsen's torte., and the intensity
he instills in his ohax-acters as they struggle against
problems whioh are often oommonplaoe., but v1 tal and
rele.Yant in that, they are integrally· associated with
both the tangible and intangible wot'ld. of his own times,
allows some of them to be worthy of consideration as
true tragedy�

Heywood and Lillo anticipated his treat

ment of these themes, but as Nicoll has noted,
Ibsen wove together the tra gedy or the
individual soul with the tremendous forces
which move in social life like some blind
destiny searing and destroying, mankind
in the11' path seeming n o more than an in•
seat fluttering ineffectually against the
mighty barriers which loom up against 1t.
1bslbsen we have not merely domestic, tragedy,
but social tragedy, the toroes of life
forming dominating dramatis personae who
move unseen across ·the stage and raise the
whole work to the level of the greatest
.
tragic passlon. 11
While Ibsen,demonstrated that tragic character did
not have tc be remote, he also realized that the drama
tist had to have characters of a sufficient magnitude
in themselves; and further, he had to know each of his
11 Allardyce Nicoll, British Drama (London, 1946),
page 340.
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oharaotel"s inside and out.· James Huneker referred to
Ibsen's plays as soul dramas, for 'in them the human
soul was both a shadowy protagonist and a stake for
which the oharaotex-s gambled.12 It is beoause Ibsen
knew his o:reations, knew their subconscious as well as
their conscious thoughts, and then knew the•:relation ot
each_ ohal"aoter

to his

surrounding

society,.

that Ibsen

was able to portray such vital,, living persons •. It
was the will of these people, the individual will
struggling against the forces of society embodied in
other people, that could be recognized; and hence there
is the univex-sal concept that permits his dramas to be
considered as more than the exposition of a problem.
Although Ibsen is concerned with an immediate soo1al
pro.bl em in his plays, in general all of his plays are ·
concerned with the individual's total relation to'sooiety.
In unfolding his story and developing his characters,
Ibsen oharaoter1st1oe.lly employs what Alr1k Gustafson
called "ret:rospeo·t1 va analysis" J that is, he begins his
action

.1n.,�the middle

of

a

crisis and

reve�ls in the subse

quent d1aiogue :with telling dramatic skill the whole of
the o1roumstanoes leading up to this orisis.13 It is
12 James Huneker, Ioonoolasts (New York, 1909), page 1.
13
Gustafson, In 6lark and Fl'eedley, pages 9-10.
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by.his subtle analysis of character that Ibsen created
living dramas. • Mol'eover, 1 t is through the subsequent
greatness of these oharacters--even when d1abolioai•
that the,impression of witnessing the. fall of a truly
�.

worthy ·ttgur& ·provokes awe.

as'

If the term "universality,"

defined earlier, can be taken in a more lim ited sense,

Arol}ibald Hendex-son, when speaking of Ibsen's pl�ys, has
preoisely identified the fooal point o:t gt-eatnesg in•
herent in them. ·He said, "Ibsen's plays, hie greatest
plays, al'e u niversal because they are laid in the inner
life, the .region of moral oonsoiousness." 14
In Rosmersholm (1886) Ibsen created two principal
oharaoters, Rebecca West and Johannes Rosmel', who in
their bl'aodest sense may be thought of as representing
t'ebellion and liberalism in the former, and tradition
and oonservativism in the latter.

If Ibsen had presented

these two people as types, the play would never be more
than a serious problem play.

But Ibsen ol'eated two real

p�rsons whose wills clash with each other as well as
w:1. th society,

Fu:t-ther, he plaoed his setting in an

ultraconservative atmosphere, Rosmorsholm, wheretn no
rebellion could be endured.
14 Archibald Henderson, European Dramatists
(Cincinnati, 1918), page 156.
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Rebeooa West is a very complex oharaoter.

Huneker•s

interpretation may cause one to miss her greatness. He
said, "As cunning as Becky Sharp, as amorous as Emma
Bovary, as ambitious as Lady Macbeth, Rebekka Uic] West
is the moat complete pol'trai t of a designing woman tba,t
w e know or."15 At firs·t glanoe Rebecca is all of these
things.

But one cannot forget that she is also an

idealist.: She is the emancipated woman who can allow
nothing to stand in her way.; Rebecca believes in a
new freedom, political and social, and she has bad no
restraining background to inhibit her f.rom promoting hex
purpose.• Chandler has noted that she is unmoral rather
than immoral, for she is true to her inner aonviotions
despite her sins. 16 Rebeooa chooses Johannes Roamer as
t he vehicle for her ideals beoause she intends to achieve
her purposes through him. Roamer's Wife, Beata, was in
the way, and Rebeooa persuaded Beata to oommit suicide,
thus removing herself to permit Roamer to achieve
greatness unhampered.· Rebeooa almost succeeded, except
for two things which led to her fall.

First she fell in

love wi th Roamer, and it is doubtful she ever originally
15

Huneker, page 85.

16 Frank Wadleigh Chandler, Aspects of Modern Drama
(New York, 1918), page 22.
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intended that to happen; seaond, ·she did not count on
the tttemendous fottatl of- tradition inhei-ent 1n Hosmer• s
chal"aoter.
At the opening ot the play· Roamer is almost totally
undett the power-. of Rebeooa.

He bas bl'6keri w1 th the

Church, an� shortly after, he announces h1s intent to
jotn.. the liberal party.

He has agread. w! th. ·the· ideals

of the party's cause, but he has no oonoept of the
praot1oal s1do or revolt.

Contused b;y a rebuff by the

editor of the 11beral·nowspaper who wants Roamer's
name as a oonservat1ve Christian onlY', and later the
painful•knowledge that Rebecca was responsible for
Beata's death, he naturally �etreats within the trnd1t1m a
wh1ch·a.re ao much a part of-him.
oould never be, a-fighter.

Roamer is not, and

The past is too muoh with

him, and he can never break completely with it.· Thia
same pas,t�-Rosmersholm 1tael.f••alao breaks Rebecca�
There is no :room for conac1enoe tn· Rebecca• a mind.
It would appear atrange� then, that ·sht f 'could have auoh
an· altruiat1o outlook--such a dedication to' S:deals.;·· '
Pe:rhap� uhQt 1a tho blind spot in all �evolut1onar1es-
and a·, necessary

one.

Only the end is 1mpol'tJtnt_, not the

means •. She would have succeeded with Hosmer it he had
' '

'

'

been a man with a weaker tradition behind him.

But
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then there would have been no tragedy. • Rebecca is faced
w1 th invincible odds, and her supreme will does not
allow for. compromise.

Chandler has noted ,. however., that

sheer individualism can only defeat itself.

Once fierce

individualism aoquires a sense of moral �espons1b111ty,
a person who wills must also will to renounoe. 17

Com•

promise is impossible because of the pagan strength
behind Rebecca's will. When she sees thnt nothing more
can·be done with Roamer, she remains firm in her con•
victions and ohoosos to leave rather than accept his
off er of l!l8.rr1ed love.

Henderson has .,expressed her

plight most aptly when he said, "we teel that he sp1r1t,
not her oonv1Qtion is broken."18
It 1a doubtful that tho sympathy or the audience 1e
consa1ously with Rabeooa �nt11 the last aot.

Certainly

man7 of her actions h ave been far from adm1rable.

But

near t ho end of the play she is crushed and quite roady
to bow out and return to the Nort�.

One does not know.

just whnt her purpose means to her until she tries onoe
more to prod Hosmer into the fight.

She still believes

that if na would t�y, he could ennoble men's min-:'!s, and
he proteots:
17 Ibid., page 23.
18 Henderson, page 140.
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Oh Rebeooa--I, who no longer believe. tn my

own mission l

To this Rebecca answers:
,

'

But your mission has stood the test already.
You havo ennobled one human be1ng a t least••
me you have e nnobled tor the rest of my days.
However, Roamer muat have proot, and he demands:
Have Jou the ooure.ge•-have you the will••
-_gladly, ns ,Ulrio Brandel said••:f'or my sake, to
to•night••gladly-•to go the same way as
Beata ,vent?

Rebeooa, who oan never compromise, will do it; and the

audience at this point feels exactly as Roemer, who says:
There is n hor�ible raso1nat1on in th1s--i19
When Roamer I'ealizes she is :t.n . earnest; he knows ho too
must die.· Only tbl"ough death oan he break the bonds
wi th whioh Roameraholm holds h1m. · George Bernard Shaw
analyted this tul'n when he said, ttWhst has reall y
seized Rosmo:tt is the old fatal idea of exp1at1on,,cy
saor11'1oe. "80
Roamer pronounces Hebeooa his.wife and vo1aoe h is
desire to go with her.

Rebecca, true to hor will, must

know tt she has suoaeeded--if it has not all been 1n
vain .

Th.a play ends thus:

19 Rosmersholm, v.
BO George Benard Shaw, The qutntessenoe or Ibsenism
(New York, 1905), page 118.
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Rebeooa. · Yes• But tell m:1 th1s, · . · Is 1 t
you who follows me? Or 1s it
I who .· r ollow you?
Hosmer.

We shall never think that

Rebeoo a.

But I should like to know.

Roamer.

We go with eaoh other, Rebecca••
I with you .and you v,1 th ma.

::_ Rebeooa.

I almost think that .. is the truth.

Rosmo:t'.

question out.

Pott nmr, we 'l.-woare one.

Reboooe.. · We are one.

Cotta 1 · We go gladly . 21

They go to their end together, nnd what could not be
aooomplished in life was a ooomplished.thi'ough un1on in
death.

Rebeoon did not oomplobely loaa, even though

destl'oyed.
audience.

in life.

She is thus ennobled in the eyes of the
On rather wisheo th9. ti.she could have sucoeeded

Everyone has oertn1n ideals, and too ottan

one must·oompromise these ideals to remain alive.

At one

time or another everyone faces some deo1a1on of thts

sort; thus, one cannot help identifying oneself with
Rebecoa•s plight.

Ibsen said 1n a letter t o a debo.ting

club:
'1'11e ploy dealc with the struggla·wh1oh all
serious minded human beings have to wage
with themaelves 1n order to bring theiv
21

Rosme:rsholm, V •
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lives into harmony with their conv1otionsJ
the heroine Rebecca West after suoh a
et�uggle rises to the standards of true
nob111ty, preferring to. die . rather than
win by oheating. 22
It 11 evident that Ibsen did just that with Rebeooa,
and the play auooeeda as a t�ue tragedy.
A later play by Ibsen, Hedda Gabler (1890), 1n�1tes
oom2ar1aon with the one just d1souased.

Once again the

central oharacter is an emancipated woman.
ever, has no,purpose 1n lite.

Hedda, how•

Vague aspirations and

dreams or a glamorously 1ntox1oat1ng life at1r her,
but she la too sterile to faoe them in actuality.
Gassner has described her perfectly as "a oryetal clear
example ot a maladjusted woman."23 In using the title
Hedda Oablor, and not Hedda Tesman, Ibsen showed that he
wished to present an independent being and not a w1te.
Her husband 1a a plodding aoholar who she teela oan not
possibly understand her.
she oraves exoltement.

L1fa is an 1mpoaa1ble bore, and
Basically, the thesis

111
�·

What

doea a person do. who has renounc':"1 ol¢i, ,:-eapons1b11� t1ea
22 Henrik Ibsen,, Letter to a student's debating
chapter, Numbe� 197 1 1n The Correspondence or Henrtk Ibsen,
quoted by A. E. Zucker, Ibsen-The Mastel' 8uliaer (New York,
1929), page 205.
23 John Oaaaner, Masters of the Drama (New York,
1940), page 5??.
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but cannot or will not assume now ones? Ibsen presents
the destiny ot auoh a person within the framework ot the
aootety of the day; but charaoter1at1oally, he goes far
beyond the surface of his oharaotera by vividly portray•
ing their emot1ons, reactions, and attitudes, b�th
oonsc1oua and unoonsc1ous, with penetrating skill.
-_ Hedda never rises above the repulsive, but there is
taso1nat1on 1n watching h9r just as there, 1a in watching
a snake.

Utterly malicious, she destroys the reformed

L6vborg and shatters the love between him and Mrs. Thea
Elvsted, though she oan gain nothing by 1t.

When forced

by her deeds into an intimacy with Brack to prevent
d1soovery, she cannot taoe the.reality ot this , and she
shoots herself.

Like Rebeooa West, Hedda baa no aoruplesJ

but unlike Rebacoa, she is not capable of an1 spiritual
growth.

She 1a, as Gustafson has noted, "as inwardly

empty and limited aa she assumes her environment to be."24
The plaJ ortera an exoellent-example to prove the
point of this paper.

If-presented as a serious drama,

with an audience ant1c1pat1ng a serious problem play,
Bedda•a plight 1s pathetio despite her mal1o1ouanesa.
It becomes a condemnation of the empty people ot the
24 Ouatateon, in Clark and Freedle1, page 17.
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world who, given freedom to act aa they choose, can do
int1n1te damage before they are stopped.

Theil' seemingly

motiveleaa aot1ona are an indi ctment ot a whole group ot
people who have no honest reason tor existence.

Perhaps

Henderson was right when he said that the play aought
"the moral regeneration o t the individual and 1nd1reotly
ot a.oo1 ety • n25
'!'he play never assumes tragic proportions because
Hedda, herself, is not.a tragic figure.

ot any noble

deed.

She is incapable

Her death comes as just retribution

for one •ho does not struggle honestly to raise herself
from the doldrums ot boredom.

The audlenoe oan sympa•

thize with her plight and feel sorry that she never
found herself, but there is nev�r a feeling of horror
because she commits· suicide.

If her will were guided

toward .self•real1zat1on, which is a universal struggle ,.
perhaps an honeat 1dent1t1oat1on could be made.

There.ta

no indtcatf.oa that Ibsen ever intended such a thing. At
the first preaau�e ot adverse clroumstanoe, Hedda gives
in w1thout a struggle, and no possible adm1rat1ori can
be aroused for such a person.
25

Henderson, page 153.
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Moreover, this drama has been presented aa a comedy
and quite sucoeastully. When one analy�ea the play,
Nicoll seems right when he saya, "Hedda la really not
tr1ghten1ngJ ahe is-mordantly funny.•26 After.Hedda
baa shot herself, her husband oharacter1at1oally says:
Shot herself 1
Panoy · that l

Shot herself in the 1:emple1

Judge Brack then exolaima1
Good

God I

••people

don't do such thl nga • 21

Certainly auoh aent1ments would be quite out ot place 1n
the great hightragedies when the hero finally suooumbs.
But once again, Nicoll baa analyzed th1a turn when he
said, "instead of aiming at the trnglo, Ibsen has written
what i n effect 1a high oomedy."88
This, then, ls in essence what oonst1tutes the
·,

d1tterenoe between true tragedy and a problem play.
Depending upon the attitude taken, a problem play oan
·,

be serious or light or a oomb1nat1on ot the two . A
true tragedy baa no room for a oontliot 1n emotions on
the part of the audience.

.,

A true tragedy may have

- 26 ;Allardyoe·N1ooll, World Drama (New York, n.d.),
page 541.
27 Hedda Gabler, IV.
28

Nicoll, World Dl'ama, page 540.
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com1o �e11et,.but 1t is never tunny aa a whole.

Neither

the setting nor the station of the oharaotera la 1mportantJ
these are aubofd1nate•

It is the basic atuft ot wh1oh

the p�otagon1at is made-•a nob111ty,ot oharaoter struggling
honestly tor what he beltevea despite the means uaed,
coupled with a positive 1dent1t1oat1on that 1s:untveraal
1n \bat all thinking people are capable

or comprehending

the tragedy of th.la person•a demise.
•Thia 1a not to detraot from Hedda.Gabler aa a great
play.

Oonat�uctton 1a porfaot, and the oharaoters are

drawn real1at1oallJ, emerging as living human beings.
Ibsen presents a p1oture ot lite tha, 11 whollJ believable.
Hedda 1a brilliant in her own way, but she haa nowhel'e
to direot her enere;S.es except 1n mal1o1oua deeds. She
is bored as any person 1s bored who b.aa nothing but
emptiness to look tox-ward toJ therefo�e, she 1s doomed.
Aleo, Ibsen 1ron1cally g1vea the victory to the stuptd,
un1maglnat1ve George and Thea,

Perhaps Buneker 1 s

or1tio1am deaor1bea both the failure ot the play as a
tragedy and the power,or the play aa a oaretul analys1a
of domest1o lite.

He aatd, 11 It 1a all piteous, all • .,

hopelesely banal••and 1t 1a also dally lite to i ts oentral
oore."29

29 Hunekar, pages 105•106.
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G·unnar Heiberg should ba oonsidered as being 1n the
trad1t1on of Ibsen and-Bj6i-nson.

Like these men, he also

had a firm background-in the praotical aide ot the theatre,
because he was at one time the theatr1oal manager at Bergen.
However, d$ap1te these or1g1na, w1th their oorreaponding
emphasis on aoaial problems and atark real1am, ,hie work
may �e thought of aa representing a break with the trad1•
tiona of the e1ght1es, for it corresponds more oloael7
to Str1ndb�rg•a expei-imental expreas1onlst1o drama.30
The old method of a oaretull7 oonoe1ved plot 1a absent 1n
his workJ instead, Heiberg oonoerna himself with oharaoter.
Gustafson has identified the theme ot ,TP,e Tra5edy of Love
(1904) as being "a oonfl1ot between love and manta striv•
1ng tor higher cultural 1deal�. n3l, There.fore, the d�ama
ia a problem play with a aerioua domestic aett!ng.

The

play is also a tragedy in the truest sense.
:Aa the play opena, the two pr1no1pals, Katten and
Et-ling, have met 1n a cattle b.erdert e hut• · They had

agreed a year before, neither to ee� nor. to write each
ether aa.. •· teat of theil' love. But they are again to•
gethoi- and·deeply 1n love •. Btt11ng seea himself •&a being
..

30 Ouatafaon, 1n Clark and Freedley, pagea 51•52•
.,,

-

31 Ibid.,.

page 53.,
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ennobled·by this love•-now be can do anything beoause
the.thouc;ht ot Karen oomforta bim and drives himi on•
However, Karen seee this love as being a phyoioal bond,
nothing more than a thing ot isolation which insulates
them from the reat of the world•

Then Bartvig Badeln,

a wandering poet.,enteraJ and in speaking to them• he'
outlines the theme of the play1 the battle of love,
whe�etn "he who loves-moat i s always the loser, tor he
loaes · the loved tlle. n 32
. lladeln continues, attempting to explain that the
transports ot the, early �omantio love must soon die.

He .

auggeats that something deeper and more profound must
develop between the two lovers. When the physical aspects
of sexual love are 1dent1f1ed,,oonsummated, then there
must boa growth 1n relat1onsh1p.

Holberg propounds

this philosophJ 1n the following apeeoh of,Bad&lns
. The soul is a later invention, madam., 'l1he
feeling of shame apringa from the transports
of the body• That teel1ng·produoes seoreoy.
And from ·the aeoreoy oomea what we call the
soul of love. But when we diwlge the aeoret,
then there 1s not much left of the soul. And
•that•a the way love dies, poor th1ng••saorod
love• man• a mo1t beautiful dream, the g11ea t poem
ot l1fo, the sublime, etup1d1ty 1 the divine,
madneas. Pooh••gone as soon as the aeoreoy
vamosedl33
�2 The Trap,edy ot,Lov�• trans. Edwin Bjorkman, I.
33 Ib1dt
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A few mo.nths latex- when KB.l'en and B1'11ns are still
on thoir'honeymoon, it 1s oleav, that the battle has.begun.
The gay.round becomes boring to Erling. He wants to get
back to his work. Karen, howover, 1s filled with
she sees a perfoot balance

joy J

or love between them wh1oh,

whe wants to con tinue torevel', Two yea rs later it 1s
appa21-0nt�tb.at a b�eaoh bas widened between the two.
Erling ls about.to leave tor an 1nspeot1on tour to the
planta.tions• , He 1s happy, abaottbed in his work, and he
motte- ott less takes the love ot Karen for gl'antad• But
within Kal'en tires ot torment are burning.

E�ling has

not realized' this, but when 1t is toroed upon him, he
attempts to explain what has happened.
Our· 11i'e · 1s real lite ,, Kar en•, You, who have
auoh a refined nature and �ho are ao quiot and
· sensible in al l your �ays, don 1 t you teel that
the sotter and more subdued note characterizing
our life lately has a'tar greater hunr1n value,
than the••the aenaual t�anaporta ot th�t t1rst
, time?· It seems so·strange thnt I should have
to ask euoh a question. Think tor yourself•
All that we.have lived together theso years,
all that we have 1n oommon•-doea 1t mean nothing
at all to you? . our oommon joys and our common
. miahaps--all the inertia with which I have had
·to oon tend, all the 1ll•w1ll and stupidity?
And our memories? Our eeoreta? ,our work? our
, oommoo fa1 th in the , fu ture'l Oul' plao e lie re?
Our ,homet34

34 Ibid., III.

,,
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Karen oan a ee none ot this• , Erl1n g has developed fat
beyond her.

The onl7 think• that matters to he:r 1s that

he loves. her, constantly and completely..

She ·possesses,

a monoman1acal a t,t1tudo which roro.es he� to ·aay::
'f,'hen you loved-me-not now,: when you,· go
around ln the woods longing tor me••then
;I had a tee11:ng or lito•-.or ·splendid, ,
perilous lite, with death close at hand. · ·
.Thon· everything waa grand and ·glorious. , •
Then eve17th1ng waa luminous and logloal,
· ••· ·, , , i , ,·
and I understood .everyth1ng,35
'W'} tt.."ut.

ar:riVihg at any defin 1te undet-s ttand1ng, - -

Erl1rig goes off o n his. tour, and immediately arter he
leaves, liadeln arrives. Xaren, 1n he:r tol'ment, attempts
to aeduoe Hadelnt though 1t 1a quite obvious.that 1t 1s
not Hadeln who� sh& desires,

She 1a almost mad with her

fr ustration, and when Erling returns unexpeotedly, ehe
taunts him by telling him she has. been untalthtul.

He

reacts as a normal husband would, inquiring who it; was
and where he went.

This is the final blow.

Kax-en kill•

herself at the termination ot the play.
K&l'en struggled against odd.a too 1nv1naible t o over•
come.

These odds were an integral part or herself••the

basic nature which cannot be altered.

She struggle�,

both with her own teel1nga as well aa in her attempt
35 Ibid •..
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to make Erlt ng undere tand. ,. · But 1 t was an 1mpos st ble
fight, and. ahe

was .crushed.· Hadeln tells Karen aho:rtly

before·the end or the play that love killa
The one that oanoot dole 1t out grain by
grain••the one that has not turned love 1nto
a hab1 t. And. you have not done so. You
cannot do 1t. Yon a�e strong. But love
1a stronger than you. • You are at 1ta.
meroy. And 1t will triumph over you. a6 .
It ta a true tragedy when the emotions aroused. are
those ot awe and not the leaser feeling or p1tJ, and in
Xaren•a a1tuat1on,.euoh ta the oaae on the part otthe
aud1enoe. There is horror 1n real1a1ng that a pereon,
fundamentally good and filled wi th love• ta going to
be deatro7ed by that love.

,.

One can argue about the

rat1onal1ty or maturity, 1t suoh a word can be applied,
of Karen•a loveJ but one cannot argue with the 1ntegrlt7
and a1noer1ty other feelings.

Poi- that reason there

11 a true purgation or emottona on the part of the
observer 1n watoh1ng a person auoh aa Karen, wrong as
,,

,,

t'

ahe ie, struggle fol' whst she believes.

Furthermore,

her struggle meana her doom.
Also, as ia the oase in many tragedies ot the t1rst
,.

order, thal'e ta exultation at the end. Hadeln, who
36 Ibid•, IV.
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believes it 1s more beautif ul fo� love to kill,than for
it to,die,.saya to .Erling at the plny's end:
Be proud, Erling ��use. Make a cross on your
door. A orosa ot blood. Aa a sign that love
has v1s1ted your house. Behold the sta�s-her atarat37
•

It. 1a strange that th1a drama.is not better known.
?

,

'

It la carefully oonstruoted.
-

�· ' ' :-

The philosophy.and argu•
'

mentat1on is never d1daot1o or heavyJ bub rauher, these

things evolve naturally aa a pert or the aot1on. Even
'

in translation tho poetry ot the lines breaks thttough.
'

Purther •. thts early example of shrewd payohological
l

•

•

1na1ght into the deepest feelings of married people haa
•

seldom been surpassed. Despite all these virtues.
the play 1a rarely performed today, Moreover, 1t does.
not even appear in many anthologies.

Perhaps 1t 1s too

d1ft'1oult. Whatever the reason, '1 t cannot be denied that
one ot the tineat tPaged1es written w1th a domestic
setting exists as proot that no mor'e is required for
tragedy than the 'tnheren1; potential of. the dramat1a
J?�l'aonae regardless of etatton of life o� netting of
aot1on•
Dramat1sta still return to the plays of August
Strindberg 1n aearoh

-

37 Ibld, 1

or

the key to unlock the

mJ'&tex-y,

o t oreat1ng living, intense characters.
��

:<

',

In Strindberg's

The Father (1887) there �1sta, as Smith baa noted,
,.

l

e

one of tha first dramas "to preaen1i.untl1noh1ngly the
pqoho•phys1oal 1ntrioaoies and struggles of sex•
antagonism wh1oh 1 1n Stnndbergte view, p�edeterm1ne
domest1o tragedy."38 · Perh�ps to understand the "why"··
ot St�indbergta dramas, one must first undet'stand
Strindberg, for much of his work is definitely auto•
b1ograph1oal.

But a play must be taken for itself and

not be dependent upon an intimate knowledge of the mood
or. background of the dramatist.

In The Father Strindberg

created the wife Laura who invites comparison with Hedda
Gabler and Rebeooa West, fot' she, though she deatttoys her
husband, is as muoh a failure aa they are. 'Gass�ar has·
'' .
,
39·
called her an "emotionally h1p•wreoked
woman."
She
i� ��'1!1 shrewd, d1abol1oal, and utterly lacking in morals
when dealing with har husbandJ yet she 1s ignorant of the
wo.rth of his wottk, displays orthodox morals to. others, m d
oan be quite kind to all save her husband.40. On the sur•
face the theme of this play seems to oons1st ot a struggle
38 Smith, pnge 213.
39 Gassner, page 391.

-

4o Ibid�·,
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between Laura and her -husband,· the Captain, over the
'

possession, of their daughter. A deepel' 1nterpretat1on,
'

which

also ma7 be correct and would g1 ve e. proper tone .

of tragedy, bas been offered by Arohibald Henderson.
He aa1d that.the play represented
the tertt1ble plea of,the elemental male for
the r1ghtaof f�therhood, the patr1arohal functions
-or a man as the ruler or the family holding
�ith1n bis hand the directive control ot the
tutu�e of his poater1ty. 41 .
Strindberg oe�ta1nly oonoe1ved ot his oharaotora in
euch a way thnt there could be no doubt of the outcome.
The Oaptaln 1s intelligent, essentially good, and sensi•
t1ve.

Laura is leas intelligent, but also leas moral

and more th1ck•ak1nned•

Although they both possess

powertnl wills, the Captain ts no .match, for as Gustafson
ha� aa1d, n'l'he weapon she emplo7e with a deliberate,
satanic skill to go.in her end !a that or mental sugges•
tion." 48 'No Iago evel" used such posionous, suggestion
w1tb more skill than does Laura.

She artfully implants

the idea 1n the Oapta1n•a m1nd that he 1s not the father
of h1a own ohlld.

This beoomes a_manla with h1m 1 and he

1s d�1ven insane. Although the Captain does put up a
41 Henderson, page.48.
42 Gustata�n, tn Clark and Preedley, pnge 28•
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vdgoroua f1ght 1 he,muet struggle against a,oomplete·
matriaroh7-J

his wtre, h1s old nurse,.· his daughter,· ·

atid ·even the memot-1 of his mother• :_ .When Laura haa ,
triumphed and has the Captain 1n a strait jacket, she
asks it he thinks 'she is h1s enemy J he answers i
Yes, I do think so. 'I do believe that j'OU '
are all rrry en�as·1. My ,mother, who did not
· -1rant to. bring· me into the ,world because I
was to bf) borr:. w1 th pain, \'1'8.S my enemy when .
she deprived my embryonic life or its nour•
1abment and made a weakling of me. lP..y sister
wae · nr:r .enelDY' wht,n she taught me that I was
to be obedient to her. The first woman that
,l embraced was r:t!'f enemr, -for she gave me ten
years of 1llneaa 1n payment tor the love I
gave her. Ky daugb.te,, beoame my enemy when
she had to choose between,me and you. And
,you, my wife, you have been-tn1 arch-enemy,
beaause you have never left me until I lay
here 11felesa. 43 .

While the,struggle is still 1n progress at the end
of' the second act, Laura tells the Oaptn1n that she,has
me�ns ot putting him under control, and one 1s filled
with.a sudden horror when there comes the real ization
that she means to destroy him by oomm1tt1ng him as
1neane,

In this short; intense drama there are elements

of gl'eat t�agedyJ and yet the play 1s only a near•g�eat
traged1 becauae,.to quote Ludwig Lewisohn, "There ia no
l ifting of the soul to a larger vision from the bondage
43 The Father, t�ans, Edwin Bj6rkman and N. Erichsen,
III, V11•
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ot immediate pain, that 1s his U,he Oapta1na• � 11m1•,... ·
tation," 44 Strindberg a1mply put too much in the path
ot the Captain tor him ever to try to rise above the
,,

1mned1ate fight. Str1ndberg•a intent 1a alear that he
intends that the Captain 1s never to stand a ohanae.
There is never the element ot hope that the Captain may
win or that Laura may ohange her mind.

Perhaps Strind•

bars•• own personal rancor made it impossible tor him
to present 1t 1n any other manner, but there can be
lit tle doubt that,he knew what he was doing. Re baa the
Captain and Laura recall their early 11te together, and
the Oapta1n

SAJSI

Think how beautiful lite was, and what 1t 1s
now. You did not wish to have it so, and
neither did I, and yet it happened. Who then
rules over cur l1fe?45
The answer la clear enough• but this 1a the aooiety of
Strindberg's oreat1on.
In 1882 Henri Beaque wrote Las Corbeaux.

In this

domeat1o drama Beoque combined naturalism and the praot1•
oal elements formulated by Scribe.

However, aa

s.

A. Rhodes

has pointed out, Beaque stands equally apart from pure
natura11st1a drama and from the thesis play, tor Beoque
44 Ludwig tew1sohn, The Mode�n Drama (New York,
1916), page 2a.
45 The Father, III, v11•
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never had "a gre at liking fol' asaasains, hyate1"1oal and
aloohollo oharaotera; or for those matttyra of heredity
and v1at1ma of evolut!on."46 Th.ere ta no single protago•
nist, but rather. a whole family 1a concerned •. Bas1oally,
the play oonoerna the fate ot a totally unprepared �i dow

and her children at the hands or her late husband's
business asaooiatea.

It must be called a serious problem

play ·despite the taot that the members of the family
possess some ot the vory traits essential tor a true
They struggle, their plight 1a un�versal, and

tragedy.

the daughter Mar1e•a·oonaent1ng to marry the sordid
Tessier 1a a noble aot whloh saves the rest ot the family;
yet, 1n all the evuggles, there 1a a negative quality ct
·•

res1gnat1on wh1oh evokes pathos and not�1ng more.

Th.a

aud1enoe knows •hat ls to happen to these people and. can
sympathize with their plight, but these are little
people and their struggle 1a commonplaoe.
The play 1a competent and entertaining drama arising
from the olaeh ot temperaments and oiraumatanoea. A whole
family 1s affected, but there ts no attempt to present

a det1n1te thesis except the one that "11fe 1s like that."47
46 s. Ae Rhodes,
Freedley, page 242.
47 Ib1d • .

0

Frenoh Drama, 0 in Olnrk and
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Perhaps Rosalie, the maid, best sums up what
happened to th1a fam1ly 1n her answer to Merklna'
1nqu1r,-.

She says:

_Ruinees, mon cher mons1eu,:-, ruine'es, la pauvre
dame et aea demo1selleal Je ne voua d1ra1 pas
oonmient ga s•est fatt, ma1s on ne m'otera paa
mon idea de la t&te. Voyez-voua, quand lea
homnea d 1 afta1res arr1v�nt derriere un mort,
on peut bien dire: v•la lea oorbeaus, 11s ne
la1ssent que ce qu 1 1ls ne peuvent paa emportei-.48
It was a Vital problem,, a problem bound in the growing
complex! ty 1n which the r1a1ng middle class waa beoom1ng
ensnared, and one can feel a definite impotency in one
sGlf at watah1ng this drama.

Pity, and perhaps a sense

ot being glad that 1t is not happening to the viewer,
1s arouBed, but no awe or hol'ror la possible.

It re�Aina

as a senoua problem play and nothing more •. However,
Huneker asserts that Les Oorbeaux became the Bible of
the dramatic �eal1sta.� 9 Beoque used a mod1t1ed realism,
1 t le ti- ue, but the character and the expoa1 t1on emerge
from the atmosphere •. Therefore,. be constructed, and it
is to hie ored.1 t; that hia construction 1s close to lite •.
ot oourae, Les Oorbaaux le often classed as a oomedy,.·
and a1noe oharacte�1zat1on was of prime importance to
48 Lea Oorbeaux, IV, 1.
49 Huneker, page 180.
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h1m, thta play pt"ovldes an excellent example .to show
how the obaraote�s he created were suitable for oomedJ
and not. ·tragedy•
After the Franoo•Prusa1an War, triumphant and united
Germany looked forward to a great literary movement which
proved slow to appear. However, Germany's writers were
learn-tng from the other Continental playwrights.· Before
the founding ot the Freie Btfune, I1tera17 magazines, a�oh
as Die Geeellsohaft (1886), edited by M1ohael Oonrad, .::a,
Zola1st 1 :.and then Duroh (1886), wh1oh declared that the
writer must give creative embodiment to the life of the
present, and the passions ot flesh•and•blood human beings
must be shown with f1del1ty. 50 There was a rather tense
atmosphere.in the theatre of.seai-ching and,adjnsting,to
the pFogresa made in other lands.

Fortunately, a young

German dramatist, Gerhart Hauptmann, oame ot ageJ and
in 1889, with b 1e f1rst drama, Vor Sonnenaufgans (Bofo�e
B!:!n), he aohieved great success.

EVen the often cauatio

Ashley Dukes claimed that there is some truth 1n the
statement. that Hauptmann waa the only dramatist who had
paaaed Ibsen.51 Lewisohn also praised the great or1g1nal1t.,
50 The Dramat1o.Works of Gerhart Hauptman, ed.
Ludwig Lewisob.n (New York, 1918), Vol. f, pa::.;�• x111•x1v.
51 Ashley Dukes, Model'n Dramatists (London, 1911),
page 79•
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and-power ot Hauptmann•s d1alogue by ola1m1ng that the
dramatic· speech found in the wox-ks or Ibsen, Tolst 01,
and Pinero seemed oonsoioua and unhuman in compal'ison, 52
Before Dawn is not Hauptmann's greatest play; surely
The Weavers and The Sunken Bell are finer pieoes or work.
But fol' the purposes of this paper, ·it ls perfectly
suitable.

Basically, it is a study ot a newly rioh family

which, finding ·itself unable to cope with the freedoms
of wealth, has sunk into depravity.

The father, Krause,.

has become a dt'unkal'd.. His second w1te carries on an
affair with a stupid churl who id to beoome hex- step•
daughter' a husband.

One daughter is a dipaomaniao ,.,hose

first child supposedly 1nher1ted a love

or alcohol and

died from cuts sustained breaking a vinegar bottle which
he thought contained rum.

Her husband, llotfmann, is a

shallow, mone7•grapb1ng chap llho is not beneatl:r making a
pass at, h1s s1eter•in•law, Belen.
Into this atmosphere oom:,s Alfred Loth,

ati old· friend

or Hoffmann.: Loth le an idealist who wishes to change •

the vetiy eystom for which Hoffmann stands, the explo1ta•
t1on

ot the S1les1an coal miners. Loth becomes infatuated
62 Lewisohn, ed., The Dramatic Works ot Gerhart

HauRtmann, page xtx.
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with Helen, and they fall 1n love; but when Loth hears
from a doctor, who 1s also an old friend, that the
dipsomania of Helen's slater may be inherited trom the
drunken father and that this ma1 also be passed on to
an7 oh1ldren.wh1oh may result from a u nion with Helen,
Loth deserts., ,•Re 1s an idealist also in the sense ot a
proponent of the pure l'ace, and ho refuses to take a
chance with

Helen.

Pe�haps tho. follot'lins speech made ·

1n anothel' situati on by anothel' pei,son would have an
a1r

01'.

the tragic, but here 1t, 1s only hateful when he

tells the doctor that he has to· lanve. Loth oons1dera
all angles and. dectdes ·
that kind of thtng oan� t help me, Schimmel.
There are just tlU'ee poaa1b1lit1es in this
affair: Either I mal'ry her and then ••• no, ·
that wa7 out simply doesn 1 t ex1at. or--the
. traditional bullet. , or course, that would ·
mean rest, at least. But we haven•t reached
that point yet awhileJ oan't indulge 1n that
luxuey just yet. And 101 live& f1ghtl
Farther 1 · fal-ther 153 ,
It is 1'1d1culous, but i t adds terr1t1o irony to the
situation. ,Helen, who

1s. truly

a tragic figure, has

struggled, against this household which 1s r11"e with
iniquity.

She finally sees her chance tor what she

hopes w1ll be happiness with Loth••a olean, wholesome
53 Bef01'e Dawn. V•
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life away from· all, this depravity•

She

bnd honestly

tried: to· explain the entire s1tuation to Loth, but the
fatuous scamp did not want· ,to hear, and she thought
that he Lunde,:,stood. · When· Helen discovo!'s that Loth·
1s gone, she kills herself.
with

However, this is not done

the conventional off•stage soxeeam. • Instead,

I

Hauptmann creates an atmosphere or·eleotr1o intensity as
Helen utters sharp explet1ves·1nd1oat1ve of her deter1o•
rating mind while in the bnokground. ta heard the drunkon,
retut-n1ng fathe� singing n bawd7song •
. 'rhis play is not raally a tragedy, aooord1ng to the
restrictions ·of this play.• However, tt must be noted
that the oonoept ot the natural1at1c hero of'ten pl'e•
eluded his even being oonsidered as a tragio figure.

But

this play does come very close to being a t�agedy, and
the play fails· ae a tragedy because Helen becomes a
.

,

haunted, furtive animal at t he end, and she does not
aohleve any senae of und8l'standing ot what has happened
to her.

She simply

does· not know where to t urn when the

is deserted by Loth, and she ia probably mad when she
kills herself•

There 1s horl'or in· this situation, but

there is no oonoept of the. undaunted pl'otagon1st strug•
gling with overwhelming odds that evokes dey•eyed fear.
Instead, when Belen is crushed, one feels only eorey
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that she chose a weakling, suoh as Loth on whom to base
her hopes of eaoape •.

Hauptmann.does not state his ma�al lesson in so
many words,:but what he 1s d:t-1v1ng at is evident through•
out the. play•

Oassnel' has,, identified the .fla-,, 1n this

play 'When he s$l1d, "Adolescent, dootr1na1rism on the
aubje�t of-heredity v1t1ataa this Tobacco Road play, and
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Hauptmann 1 s approval of Loth' s, conduot smaakn of smugness. n
Hermann Sudermann • 1nv1 tes oomp.arison with Hauptmann,
for he too was a, leader in the,German . ,thea.tre who wrote
excellent domestic dl:'amas •. - · Suderm9.nn :was, solididly
npprentined • in the praot1cal side ·of tho· theatre, and
w1th th1& ti'.l."m background he ·matured into a skilled, drama•
t1st--a flawless Teohnikor • - However, his work is imbued
with -the intellectual 1deas-of tbe time, and thus,he often

w11la,h1s charaoters into a mould of his own making, and
he causes his atmosphere to blend with h1s thesis.
Hauptmann, on the other- hand, 1s just the oppos1 te; he
portra7s the,lost, souls in whom there 1s g�eat spiritual
st�ess.

The basic difference botween these two oontem•

poraries 1s tbat Sudermann waa·oerebral while Hauptmann

was emotional.
Probably the best example of Sudermann's work 1n
54 'oaesner, pa e 453.
g
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domestic drama ls in Ma5da (1893).

Ibsen's 1nfluenc&

is evident, ·as 1s also Hebbel's, for the theme ot revolt
or ·the new, age.inst the old 1s propounded.

The ent1tte

first act is in pt-epat'ation for,the pl'odigal daughtor•s
return., Twelve years before l1agda was given .a choice by.
hett stern Prussian rather of obeying his wishes or leavtg.
She left.and .beoame a famous opera star.

Ever since she

departed, her fathel' has not perm1 tted her name to be ·
mentioned 1n his pi-esence,. ··

Old Schwartze, Magda's father.•believes in the old
oi,der.

Re has rejected

Magda, but he at1ll i-emembel's her I

and he endeavours to maintain his oode that he, his wire,
and his other daughter shall not make the same mistake.
He, unlike old Anthony in Mattia Magdalena, knov,s what

he

is up against, and he asserts his determination to resist
when he says : · ,

we not hold together, we th11ee1 ·
But the age goes on planting rebellion in
ch1 ldren•s hearts, putting,m1strust between
man and w1te, and it will never be sat1af1ed

And shall

· ·till the last roof-tree smokes 1n ru1ns, and

men wander about the streets, fearful and alone. 65

Further, when 1t 1s d1aalosed that Magdaia indeed baok,

Schwartze th1nka that she has returned to humble her
father by showing him how aha rose in the world by tread•
1ng f111al dutl' in the dust.
55 Ma da, I.
g
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Sudermann oarefully Qonstruo�s h1s frame by stressing
what, 1s to, ba, the. 09nf'l1at. : Be, has Pastor Heff.terdingt
present the new--tbat wh1oh Magde has ao9omp11shed· .a.nd
repl"esen ts.,
• 'My, dear Colonel, I might aak, what speaks in
you? A father•a love? You oould make no
, pretence to that. Your x-1ghts? I think,
rather it would be you� right to rejoioe in
, -_the good cf'ol'tune of your oh1ld. Offended
custom? I d on't know-- Your daughter has
-done so. much through her own etl."ength that
even offended custom might at least condone
it. It appea�s to-m, that pride and ar�ogenoe
speak 1n you•-and n othing else. 56
'

'

Magda finally arrives home, but she 1s oondeaoend1ng
to her family and makes 1ron1o speeohes'apiced with
Italian phrases.

.,

'

.

.

-

..

She prates on about the world outside

�hia provincial former home ot hors.

The pastor prevails
. I

upon her to stay at her father's house; but during
their talk Sudermann bas Magda give an explanation for
her be1ng at the town festival and why she returned home.
She felt she had to return because she had an inner com
pulsion whioh told hers

Go

in tho twilight and stand.before the
parental house.where tor seventeen years
you lived in bondage, There look upon what
.you.were� But if they recognize you, show
them that beyond their narrow virtues the�e
may be something true and good. 57

-·

56 Ibid

57 �•• II.
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Ho:f'fterdingt' s arguments ax-e strong, and she agrees to
stay if she will not -be :questioned, on her ·:past.··
· It is later 'disclosed thnt, a ·friend of Schwartze,
the pompous ·Conoi llor Von Keller, had fathered a child'
of Magda's when she.was still' a struggling actress.
?itagda detests him, but she also prom1sos not to dis
close- the secret.

However, when Schwartze questions

Von Keller on Magda's life in Berlin, he does not answel9
certain ·questions, and he gives the 1mpress1on that
Magda led a wild life.

Immediately, Schwartze forces

Magda. to tell him everything,, and despite her efforts
she becomes once again a browbeaten child in his presence.
She does not want him to do anything; but he, with hie,
code of honor, feels that the whole family is shamed,
and he is going to avenge her name.

Von Keller offers

to marry Magda, which would seem to solve everything;
however• be is a very self-centered person, and he wants
Magda• t o baoome servile to him and hie career. · She
could give up har,career, but then he refuses to aaknow•
ledge their child.

'l'h1s is too much, and Magda re!'usea

him.
Sudel'mann beoomes didaotio and·arain says the new
1a tar superior to the old.

Magda speaks tor the new

freedom-in glowing terms, and it 1a too muoh for the
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· old man.

He has an attaok, and although he blesses h1a

other daughter, he refuses to forgive Magda before he
dies.
It 1s a well-wrought play, propounding a valid thesis
in a oonv1no1ng manner, and it oon�a1na some conv1no1ng
dramatic aotion.

But .the oharactera are not really

flesh�and•blood people; they are mechanioal.

S�dermann

presents a s1tuat1on, plaoes his characters 1n it, and
This can result in

toroea them to perform as he wishes.
good theatre it skillfully done.
good, or valid, tragedy,

It does not result in

Magda struggles, and struggles

well, but the odds are not natural.

'l'hey appear with

the regularity of those 1n a melodrama.

Schwartze,

Von Keller, and the rest are all types.

The confliot

between types can pel'hapa momentarily arouse sympathy,
and the total situation may indeed be pathetic, but it
is not trag1o.

It is all too analyt1oal to arouse anr

transport on the part of the audience.

There .la no real

ennoblement ot any oharacter 1n the play; there la no
growth to a high state of human dig nity before the fall
when the odds are such that the protagonist cannot win.
Magda is a v1ot1m of c1rcumstanoes, ,just as her family
1s a slave to the same cix-cumstan,oes, jDiaaster ensues
when they coll ide J although 1 t 1a pathetlo ,. 1 t 1a not tragio,.
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The Russian dramatists also tound a fertile field
1n domestic drama.

Although Russian c:h-ama dates from

the simple, religious folk plays of the sixteenth
century, it was slow to develop.

It is only during the

last one hundred and fifty years that the Russian people
have evolved a theatre of their own.

The remoteness of

Russ11l, the str1ot Tsarist censorship, and the "Russian
Oltthodox Church all contributed to retard the develop
ment o! � national theatre.68 To trace the development
ot Russian drama and the contributions of such men as
Knyazhin, Pushkin, Gogol, Turgnev, and many others.is a
study 1n itself �h1ch extends beyond the limits of th1a
paper.

Therefore, two of the great names of Russian

literature, Tolato1 and Chekhov. along·with two of their
representative domestlo dramas, have been chosen to
demonstrate the work 1n this genre 1n Russia.
Leo Tolstoi was not content merely to present the
social soene in a realistic mannerJ he set out to refo�
society.

Gassner has noted that Tolsto1 was intentionally

didact1o, and only his great talent and vigorous person•
alit';r enabled him to rise above the level ot d1daot1o1sm
whioh 1s often a pal't of the realistio theatre.59 Tolsto1
58 H. w. L. Dana, "Russia," 1n Clark and Freedle7,
page 372.
59 Gassner, page 505.
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did not write The Power of Da�kness until 1886; but when
it was pertol'llled that year, students waited outside the
theatre after the performanoe to oatoh sight of Tolato1
and to kias his hand.60
It 1a a gr1m play, starkly rea11at1c, and the setting
1s the very dregs of Russian peasant life.

A young laborer,

N1k1tl!, has an attair v,1th his master!s wifo, Anisya.
N1k1ta 1 a mother Matryona convinces An1sya that she should
pois�n her husband, and sh� does.

After Nikita and An1sya

are married, Nikita seduces Akoulina, the half•witted
stepdaughter of Antaya; and when she has a child, it 1a
decided that the child must be killed before she oan be
married ott • Matryona tor-ces Nikita to crush the child
with a board.

However, Nikita ia oval'wbelmed with remorse,

and h e oonteases his guilt at the wedding of Akoulina.
The action 1s oerta1nly sordid and hor�1ble, _but 1t was
not Tolsto1 1 s intent to pl'eoent a photograph merely for
the sake of an accurate picture. Oaasnel' observed quite
aoaurat�ly that to this tragedy or s1n and expiation,
Tolato1 �dded the dimension ot human1tar1an1sm.61
The play 1e definitely a t11agedy, perhaps the greatest
folk tragedy ever written, because ot Tolato1'a portrayal
60 Bellinger, Page 348.
61 Gassner, page 506.
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of Nikita •. He 1s-1'1rst presented as a a1mple, ne 1 er•do�
well,-lazy churl who, because of his good looks, is able
to attract women t

He 1s

dominated by h1a mother, and he

l'end117 ag11ees to maJt1'J Anisya tor the f1nano1al gain.
He has no moral scruples J 1n

faot, he l;lardly oonaei vas

of tho moral ram1t1oat1ona or his acts.

Howeyer, when

he 1�_foroed to kill Akoulinata ohild, the wh1mpars of
the infant reach even his

callous soul.

Thia is more

than just being atra1d of being caught and pun1ahed by
the law.

In his torment he learns f'rom l!i tr1toh, a

drunken laborott, .that 1 t is f_ooli�h to tear :men I, there
is something tar greater,
ceremony and confesses

Nikita goes to ,the mar�1�ge

everything.

But he confesses

exultingly when he asks forgiveness of. his f'ather, Akim:
Pather, .dear father, forgive me too,••fiend
that I aml You told me from the tirat, when
. I took to bad. ways,. you said then, "I� a claw
is caught, the bird is loat\" I would not
lis ten .to your words, dog that I was, and 1 t.
has turned ou t as you sa1dl Forg1ve me, tor
Chr1et'a sake.
Akim answetta

hims

God will forgive you, my son S You have had
no meroy on yourself, He will show mercy on
you I Ood--God I It 18 He \62

It 1s to Tolato1 1 s everlasting credit that ha could take
68 The Power ot Darkness, trans. Louise and Aylmer
Maude, "I, ll. '
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a noopl�tel7 despicable character and present him as
such during the first pat't of the play· f:lnd then change
him in a logical and believable manner••endow him with
a moral regeneration.

or

Only a writer with the tenderest

feelings for his people, the peasants, could do such

a thing.

Only a writer with the greatest of skill could

make this oonv1no1ng.

N1k1 ta struggles with his greedJ

mother and h1a avar1o1oua wife J this is a struggle on
one level.

But Nikita also struggloa wi th his aoul, and

the inherent good, wh1oh has long been dormant because
of the sordid surroundings, finally b�eaka through and t
triumphs.

«rhis play is a tragedy because Nikita achieves

a nobility by coming to grips with bot� levels of antaeo•
niatsJ and although he w1ll be destroyed, he baa achieved
a peace with his world and with God.
Ashley Dukes, who does not think The Power of Dark•
nesg 1s a great drama, dismisses the play as having "oer•
tai n grand barbar1o a1mp11o1tJ; and that 1s a11. n 63 In
or1t1o1z1ng this play Dukes has unwittingly 1dent1fied
the VerJ' thing that makes i t great.
it 1s lite on its simplest level.

It 1s barbaric, and
It also ooncei-na

· people existing in their most elemental atateJ thus there
· 63 Dukes, pages 183•184.
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can be displayed a more honest good, a good not· confounded
by convention• but instead, a good founded on the feelings
of the heart and the bas1o x-elat1onsh1p to God and to
family•

Tb.ere 1a· a complete purgation ot emotions 1n

watoh1ng this simple soul find b1mselt before his 1nn1nent
destruo.�1on •

Bis lite has been a horror, but by dint ot

human-..nob111 ty he has risen above all ot that.

No mol'e

oan be asked ot a tragedy; n o more oan be closer to the
truth ot lite and human ex1steno e with its constant riddle.
A repeated or1t1o1am of Anton Chekhov is that nothing
happens in bis plays.
life.
think.

This is valid or1t1o1sm; 1t is also

Chekhov's characters talk, eat, argue, laugh, and
They are sometimes driven ·t o despair; but they do

not kill themselves.

In real life people do the same

things, and while some people do kill themselves, when
they realize that.their whole life haa been a sham, the
majority do not.

This ia at the heart ot domeetio dramaJ

it is also at the heart of domestic comedy.
(1899) 1a titled a comedy.

Uncle Vanya

It is a comedy •hen one exa

mines Unole Vanya, who often makes.one lBugh at his.
tool1shnesa.

But the play also has a trag1a air because

or the pathos el1o1ted b y the knowledge of what lite has
done to him.

Therefore, the play is a good example ot

the oontluenc.e of tragedy and oomedy••m1x1ng the two aa
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is the case 1n life••and while the total effect is n ot
that. ot high tragedy, the toelings fol' Uncle Van1a go
beyond those ot mere sympathy for an apparent bumbler.
In. brief, the action opens with the return of
Professor Serebrakotf and his young wtte, Belen, to the
family estat.e.

Uncle Vanya, Serebl'akof't•a f1t"st wu•e t s

brot�r, and Son ia, Serbrakoff's daughter by the tirat
marr iage; have slaved to produce enough from the estate
to enable .him to continue his career aa a scholar.
Vany� falls in love .with Heleh, and he realizes thnt he
has dedicated h is.life to supporting an inoompetent
man• . So1'1'a, too, feels the 1mpaot of .these people when
her.admirer Aat,..oft, the village dootor, also falls in
love with Helen. When Vanya leams that Serebrakoft
intends to expel h 1m from the farm, Vanya goes berserk
and trios to shoot him, but naturally, he misses.
Serebrakotr and,Helen leave and life on the estate
oont1nues much as 1t was before. the� came., However,
this ia .. not to say that 11; 1s really the same.

The

oonoept,that nothing happens 1n Chekhov's plays is found
to be erroneous when one hears Vanya say to the departing
64
Serebrakotf, "Everything w1ll be the same as before."
64 Uncle Van • IV.
z�
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One knows full well that this really cannot be, though
Vanya has

it may appear.that way on the surtaoe.
changod••his idol has turned to clay.

He will work a•

before, but his old purpose has been destroyedJ life is
now empty.
· The total 1mpaot is not of tragedy, nor is it ot
comedy•�1f used 1n,the sense ot comedy meaning something
humorous.

It 1a the tragio comedy of h umdrum, ordinary

life, ot life that has been wasted.

Unole vanya has

given hls lite tor another; he-has effaced his whole
personality to gain vicarious pleasure from the expected
attainments• of Serebrakorr. When V8nye. leanrs that it
has all been in vain, he cries out 1
My life has been a fa11Ul'e. I am clever and
brave a nd strong. It I had lived a normal
life I might have beoome another Sohoponhauer
or Doatoiertski. 65
Perhaps he would have, but not now.

He has given

too muoh of himself, and he has been disappointed bf the
failure of the one to whom he ge.ve it a11.·
it is pathetic; but it 1s not tragic.

It 1s sad;

One feels

immensely sorry for Vanya, �,ut emotions never reach the
same peak which they reach 1n high tragedy.

Rather, 1t

ia resignation and acceptance at seeing 11te W1 th
65 Ibid.·

-
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ordinary people in a society that is deoay1ng,,where1n
there-can be little more than mediocrity and final
oblivion in boredom.

However• there,1s still hope, a

qu1et .hope, which reaffirms a faith in l1te and a sense
of

peaoe .after seeing this alioe of 111'e for a fleeting

moment.

All the characters have been affected, but they

are nQt destroyed •. Sonia speaks of their ultimate future
a.t t he end or the play.
,.\\'hat. can we dot We muat live. our lives?
Yes, we shall live, Uncle Vanya. We shall
live through the·long.procesaion-or daya
before us, and through the long evenings;
we shall patiently bear the trials that fate
imposes on us J we shall work tor others w1th•
• .out.rest, both now and when.we are old; and
when our laat hour comes, we shall say that
we have s uftered and wept, that our lite was
bitter, and God will have pity on us. Ah,
then, dear, dear Unole, we. shall see that bright
and beautitul lite; we shall rejoice and look
baok upon our sorrow herie J a .tender smile••and••
we shall rest • . I have faith, Uncle, fervent,
passionate tatth. We shall rest. 66 •
Neither tragedy.nor comedy, the play 1s none the less, me

or the t1nest dramas of domestic life ever. written.

No aumma17 of Continental drama would be oomplete
without mention ot Arthur Schnitzler.
and a Viennese.

Be also possessed a mo�e than ordinary

skill as a pla,.wr1ght.

�·

66 Ibid

He was a dootor

It is neoessary to keep 1n mind
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that at the tux-n of the century German and Aus t%'1an,
drama wel'e two. entirely d1fi'e,:eent things.

Vienna was

more cosmopolitan than moat German o1t1es, and its .
1nhab1tante,we�e less bound' to stern traditions than
their German neighbors. -Schnitzler had great power itt.
constructing atmosphere, or as Dukes called 1t1 "the
dim twilight atmosphere as of autumn evenings crowded
with rem1nisoenae."67 -Aleo, Sohn1tzler wrote ro� an
enlightened aud1enoe, one that was ,eoph1stioated enough
to understand his aubtelt1ee. · However.his characte�s
always act like human beings, naturally, and not according
t o any preoonoept1ons.

It is simply that Schnitzler

delved deeper into his characters and had these characters
follow the.tr innermost 1nat1ncts. Ko.rieover• Schnitzler
chose to pervade his dramas with a melancholy which
all udes to the feeling. of life's trans,itory and vanishing
happiness.
Intermezzo (1904), whioh is called a comedy, is a
comedy only in the sense that it 1s an ironic picture ot
domestic 11fe; the outcome of mutual misunderstanding
on the part of --the husband and 'fJife borders on the tl"ag1o.
Edwin Bj8rkman believed that this play �ould be inter•
preted as an attack on the new material conventions
67 Dukes, page 153.
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which abolished the fomer demand for mutual faithfulness
by substituting mutual frankness.

Thus it is really

a d1souss1on of just what constitutes true honesty 1n

the ever delicate relationship between w1te and husband.68
But Bj8rkman's words, �rue as they may be, would be mis•
leading if one tails to mention thnt the presentation of
this t.heme 1s 1n a wholly natural setting with real
people.
In thia ple.7 • the husband Amadeus Ade.ms is a. composer,,
and his wife Cecilia is an•. opera singer.

They both follow

their separate careers, and they must often live apal't.
Also, because of the oature of their work, they are often
very close to members of tha opposite sex.

Amadeus has

had affairs before, but he insists that he and his wife
are people apart from the ordinary. between whom there
can be no secrets.

He kn owe that .Ceollia walks often

with Pr1nqe Sigismund, but he 1a also sure there is
noth1ng between t hem. .When h1s :tr1end Albert questions
him on h is own 1nd1aoret1ons, Amadeus, who has oaretully
displaoed them from his mind, oan anawera
• Your worry, is quite auportluoue 1 Haven I t you
known us long enough••me and Ceo1l1a••to know
· tha·t our marriage 1a based, �t�ve all else,
on absolute franknesa?69
68 Edwin BjSrkmann, Intro. to Three Plays b:y;
Arthur Schnitzler (New Y0 :rk, 1915), pagexxv,

69 Intermez�o, I.
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He can add furthers
And besides� it would be quite hopeless for
Ceo1l1a or me to keep any seorets. We know
each other too well••I don't think two people
ever existed who understood each other ao
completely as w e do.'70
This 1s the tl'agio element in the play.
does understand his wife.
,,

Admadeus never

Be fatuously blooks from hia

mind -his own 1nd1aoretiona, and he refuses to admlttto
himself that his wife could ever keep anything from
him •. Therefore, he oan aug3est to Oec111a that they
enter into a relationship ot just friends, chums between
whom there 11 complete faith and no seorets.

He does not

wish to lose her; in taot , it 1a unthinkable to h1m.
Therefore, by having this new relationship, they oan
proceed to greater things without the encumbrances of
love in the normal sense.

In the following speech he

outlines a plan, wbioh he cannot admit to himself that
he shall ever keep, and which Oeo111a oompletely m1s
understandal
All right. We'll discuss eveeyth1ng frankly,
just as we h�ve been do1ng••nay, we shall have
more things than ever to discuss. Tru�h be•
comes now the natural basis of our oontinued
relat1onah1p••truth without any reservation
whatsoever. And that should prove highly
profitable, not only to our mutual relation•
ship, but to eaoh o ne ot ua individually.

-·

'IO Ibid
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Beoause� •• you don't think, do you, that either
one ot us could find a better chum than the
othe:r one? ••• Now we shall bring outt joys and
sorrows to eaoh other. We shall be as good
friends as ever, 1f not better still. And our
hands ehall be joined, oven it ohasms open
between us. And thus we shall keep all that
we have had in common hitherto: our work, our
ohild, ou:r home•-all that we must continue to
have in common if 1t 1a to retain its full
value to both of us. And we shall gain many
new things tor wbioh both of us have longed••
-things in wbioh I oould tak� no pleasure, by the
way, it I had to lose you.71
This is,

or course, an impossible thing. Moreover, this

demand for a frankness to exist between man and wire
existing only as olose friends must end as Albert sayss
Friendship between two people of different
sexes is always dangeroua�•even when they are
married. It there 1a too much mutual under•
standing between our souls, many things are
swept along that we would rather keep baokJ
and when our senses are attracted mutually, the
auction atfeots muoh more of our souls than
we would care to have, involved. That's a uni••
veraal law, my dear chap, for which the profound
uncertainty of all earthly relationships between
man and woman must be h eld responsible. And only
he who doean '� kn ow 1t • will trust himself' or
2
Admadeus wants to eat his cake and have 1t too.

He cannot

taoe the stories that Ceael1a may divorce h1m tor Pr1noe
Sigismund.

He even seeks a duel w1th Sigismund, but they

-

71 Ibid.

'72 Ibid., III•
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talk it over, ,�nd the,Pr1nae agrees to ,step out
-:

or the

:.I'

pioture.,:Admadoua -things that he once a.gain has
Oeoelia to himself.
Cecol1a is,the true protagonist of the play.
around her ,,that the deepest struggles are waged.

It is
Admadeua

does not take into aooount her thoughta on the subject,
rox- he is _so su):'e ot her.

But she knows -thet ,. the pro•

posed experiment 1s doomed to failure.

She knows full

well that·they have never really been honest with each
other.

Frankness is one thing; b ut honesty, honesty in

displaying the true emot1ons 1a something qu1te different.
She rises to,an almost tragio figure when she answers
Admadeus 1 avowal that they have.always been honest.
No, I can't think so any longer. Let every
thing else have been honeat-•but that both of
us should have resigned ourselves so promptly
when you told me of your passion tor the
Countess and I confessed my affection for
Siglsmund••that was not honest. If each of us
had then flung his acorn, his bitterness, his
despair 1nto,the face of the other one, instead
of trying to appear self•oontrolled and superior••
then we should have been honest•-whioh, ae i t was,
we were not. '13

And this 1a preo1aely why the play is not a true tragedy•
Amadeus and Ceoel1a made an agreement wherein they were
to approaoh 1n a o1v111zed, aoph1st1oated manner affairs
alien to normal married love.

It simply did not work.

However, although the two pro bably really did love each
73 Ibid.
=
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other, they '111 not atruggle in an honest tashion.
was all, too analytical.

It

Emotions on the part of the

audience can never,, be aroused to the plans ot transport
by auoh a presentation.

Instead, there is onlt pity for

these people who were l'llined by mutual misunderstanding.
· The Continental dramatists demonstrated the poten•
t1altt1es of domestic drama tor tragedy.

Their influence,

though often 1ndH�aot, was quite profound on the 'English
dramatists.

.,_,. ,:

In turning baok to British drama it is

important to keep 1n mind that·although there 1a no
intent to show how domestic d�ama developed, it it can
reallJ be said to have developed, any oreative work is
Extant ideas, method�, and
techniques plus a oogoizanoo of all that went before
not a thing ot isolation.

.

�.

at'e an integral part of a dramatistt,a heritage; and. the
·,. :-

English writers ., even of today, owe a great deal to
their fellow craftsmen on the.Continent.

CHAPTER III
REPRESENTATIVE BRITISH AND IRISH DRAMA�
During the latter part ot the eighteenth century
and on through most of the nineteenth century, Br1t1ah
-

drama in general was 1n a state

or

'

deol1ne.

The

Licensing Act of 1737 1 whtob ttestrioted,dxaamatic per•
formances to·two main theatres, Covent Garden .and
Drury Lane (although there were many outlaw houses),
sexaiously ,curtailed dramatic development.

The theatres

were too lar-geJ the nrowds were very rough; an4,the

plays made 11 ttle .appeal to· the· 1ntell1genae.1 '- ·With
the Aot o:f' 1843 other theatrea were permitted to open•

and aa a result smaller housos ware built wherein the
aotors no longer had. to deola1m in ranting vo1cea to be
hoard.

The rising middle olaas began to attend the

theatres, and the coarser elements we�e removed • . The
gl'eat, gaudy presentations

or

melodrama and vaudeville

were gradually superseded by motte art1st1o p�oduotiona.
But the new theJtres did not 1meted1ately gain fresh
1 J. w. Marriot, Moder n Drama (London, n.d.),
pa t;es 2•4, .Eassim.
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interpretations.

The long run was one retarding factor.

Another factor was that the managers ot the new theatres
were often men interested in making money rather than
produoing ttgood theatre. "a

Thia 1a not to sa7 that there were not dramatists
during this long period ot decline who were interested
in art.

Suoh men as TennJaon, Browning, and Swinburne

tried, but as George Freedley has pointed �ut, tttheae
V1otor1an writers laoked dramatic passion, sinoere
our1oaity as to people's motives, and oonaoious appli•
oation to the psyohology of man•a aotions. 11 3
In 1865 1.fuomaa Robe�tsonts comedy Soo1et7 was
produced•

It 1s not a great piece and 1a of no relation

to this aubjeot at hand exoept that it demonstrates
how Robertson's ideas were to revitalize the theatre.
His ct-attamanahip was superb, antl he demanded natural
aot1ng along with a realistic produot1on •. This was a
a1gn1f1cant step from artificiality to naturalism.
Perhaps most important was hia interest in real'peopleJ
mo:tteover, these people wera·or the same middle olaaa
aa wore the majo�ity of the audience.

Niooll hao said

2 Allardyce Nicoll, Br1t1sh Drama (London, 1946) 1
pages 234�238, Bassim.
3 Barrett H. :01ark and George Freedley, ed.,!
Historz of Modern Drama (New York, 1947), page 150.
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that Robertson demonstrated that "ordinary life could be·

brought into the theatre fot:t the good both ot the drama

and the apeatators; that the problems of aoo1al existence
were olamour1ng for expression 1nl1terary form. 11 4
The influence of Ibsen at this time must also be
mentioned.

Edmund Gosse in an article in 'Zhe Fortn15htl1

Review (1873) first 1ntroduoed Ibsen to the British
0
public·. 5 Thomas D1ok1neon has pointed out tha't with
Ibsen 1t was necessary to t ake a strong position, eithe�
for or against him, but that strangely, his d1reot
influence has never been g�eat.6 It was Ibsen•a indirect
influence, or what his great promotol', Vlilliam Archer,
called "pervasive influence" that waa most 1mportant.7

The theatre was ready for the talents of such men

as Sidney Orundy, Heney Arthur Jonas, and Arthu r Wing
Pinero.

Grundy ma.de a c1'Ude attempt at domestic tragedy

in A Fool's Paradise (1892).

Although worth mention as

a pioneer in this sort of drama, he did not oompletely

4 Nicoll, British Drama., page 348.
5 John w. Cunliffe, Modern English Plnywri5hts
(New York, 1927) 1 page 37.
6 Thomas D1ok1nson, The Contemporary Drama or
England (Boston, 1922}, pagos 63-64.·
7 William Archer. The Old Drama and the New
(Boston, 1923), page 30�.
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break with t he harsh oharaotertzation or melodrama, or
as A. E. Morgan has po1nted:out, nThere is till the harsh
contrast between white vir tue and black vioe. 0 8
Henry Arthur Jones is a s1gn1t1oant figure in the
development not on1y·ot domestic drama, but in a lar ger
serse the·, whole of Bx-1 tish drama.
play,- Saints and Sinners

Morgan oalls his· earl7

(1884), a "van of dramatic

development" because it was an attempt to consider
English lite in a serious manner, and at the same time 1t
was a oondemnat1on-ot English puritanism.

Further , Jones

was active in promoting t he Copyright Bill, for he felt

the praotioe or printing plays was benet1oial to t heatri•
oal development.9 Although Jones recognized what Ibsen

was trying to do, the t�adit1on of melodrama was too
strong, and his attempt to drive home a point results in
an inevitable oolleotion of types rather than real
people.

Dickinson agrees, for "when he builds a pla7

around a character, that charaote� lo an embodied point
ot view, a or ux 1n the social fabr1o.n10
8 A. E. Morgan, Tandencias in J.todorn English Drama
(New York, 1924), page 26.

9 �•• page 29.
lO D1ck1nson, pages 93•94.
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With an immediate a1m

ot attacking hypocrisy and

oommerotal1am inherent in the English middle class,
Saints

and Sinners. achieves this thl'ough the medium of

domestic drama.

Honest, naive Jaaob Fletohsx- ,. an un-·

assuming pnstor ot a small chapel ,. has. two loves, bis
religion and his daughte:ri Letty• .. He 1s simply too good,

When ,�bis daughter has been ruined and he loses his
posit1on,. he d oes not struggle.

His action 1n resigning

from h1s ohapel baoauoe of Letty�s shame 1a admirable and
so is his allowing the merchant, Hoggard* who caused his
downfall, esoape from the violence of a mob at the end
of the play.
him.

Somehow one cannot identify oneself with

Perhaps 1t; is

simply because he is too good t o be

true; or 1 t may b,e because Jon es' villains are too bad.
When Ftnshawe sara, "You turned me out of your house
yesterday, you may find your daughter has left 1t
tomorX'Qw•-,"11 one can imagine the atook villain twh-ling
h1s mustachios, , 1 and the impulse is to hiss as 'in· e.n old
melodrama.
tragedy

'

, \ ",·

All of the dl'ame.tis Rer-sonae are types, and

demands oharactet-e••real f'lesh•and•blood people�.

The play �s·not even a se�1ous problem play, but instead
it must be called melodrama 1n spite of 1te vigorous
theme.

Tho author himself said.,, in the preface to this

play,

11 Saints and Sinne!'s, II, 1.
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I have tul1'1lled. my main design in pr-eeenting
thia play, tor I do not claim any great merit

· toJ! Saints and Sinners apar.t from that ot
representing with some degree of faithfulness,
and w1th due regard to the i-equiremen ts of the
modern stage, some very widely•apread types ot
modern m1ddle•olass Englishmen. lB
Perhaps Jones tried too ha�d.

Even tn his later, and

much better, Michael and The Lost. Angel (1896) he is
'·"'

still_ too sentimental. N1ooll bel1evea Jones was too
serious and "because of that seriousness refused to move
rapidly

en·ough to

keep

in touch

with his

age." 13

Arthur W1ng Pinero was a auooessful actor and play•
wright. -He also was a maister technician in sta.geottaft
who possessed the ability to exhibit lite in a i-eal1st1o
manner with real.1at1a charactel's. At the height of his
career he wrote The Second Mra. Tangueraz (1893), which
is a definite break with the formula plays of his earlier
career.

He discarded t he soliloquy and the aside and

blazed the way in a new and powerful d1reotion.

Clayton

Hamil ton felt at the time of the original p>!od.uct1on of
!he Second �rs. Tangueraz that 1t was the only great
pla7 written in the English ··language fot- 116 yoars.14
12 Henry Arthur Jones� preface to Saints and Sinners
(New York, 1914), page xxv.
13 Nicoll, British Drama, page 367.
14 Clayton Hamilton, ed., The Social Pla:zs or Arthur
Wing Pinoro (llew York, 1917)., vol. 1. page 3.
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On all counts it 1e the beat play s1ooe Sohool'fora
Scandal (1777), but it 1a not a.tragedy--1nstead, it 1a
only a-serious problem pla.7.
The pl'oblem or theme

ot the pl,ay · 1a this : , Can a

proat1tute·be l'edeemed by mattr1age to a good man'who
knows her past and is willing to.help her'l

Pinero is

quit&_able to give us. a definite n()I, f'or as Paula
Tanqueray says:. ;"I: believe the. tuture le only.· the past
again e�terad thro�gh,another gate. n 15
Herein lies the reason ·for-both the potentiality .
of tragedy as well as the play's failure as a tragedy.
Paula oan never escape from the past.

But she does not

really attempt to bre ak the gr!� the past has on herJ
she does not l'eally chnnge.

I,t i s too much with her,

and 11!' e w1th her husband soon becomes a bore. · Not long
after .,her mattl'1age to Aubrey thel"e is the following
exohange:
Paula.

Exactly six minutes.

Aubrey•

.Six minutes?

Paula.

Six minutes, Aubrey d& �• sinc e you,
made your last remark. f

15

:i'}le Seoond !!tts. Ta.nguettay, IV.

-

16 Ibid.,. II.
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Paula, like many people, feels unwanted.

She has

universality (as defined 1n th1a paper), to� 1t we have
not met someone like her, we can certainly oonoe1ve of
her.

Boredom is the bane ot her existence, but the

rebutta she receives at the hands ot Aubrey•s daughter
Ellean otter her a challenge tor a suooesaful lite as a
respeQ.ted and accepted member of the family.
does not know how to go about it.
mere weak protests.

But she

Her struggles become

Jealousy soon.arises within her as

she sees the atfeotion bet•een Aubrey and Ellean and then
the easy manner with whioh Mrs. Oortylyon takes charge
of Ellean.

Finally, the past••the ever-present past-•

confronts her again 1n reality in the guise of her fOl'mer
lover, who Wishes to become the husband or Ellean.
Rathe� than do more damage she commits au1o1de.
True, this 1a a noble gesture, and ohe becomes a
very sympathetic character.

The result 1a pathos,

wh1oh ha• no place in a tragedy.

There a re tears, but

something more than tears ia des1rable:
and awe.

dry•eyed rear

It 1s doubtful that Pinero actually saw Paula

aa a tragio figure.

He portrayed a single 1natanoe,

what feasibly could be,a problem 1n mode�n, domeat1o
life; and he created characters in proportion to it.

It

Pinero believed in Nova11a 1 doctrine that oharaoter ls
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fate,.then we must agree with Clayton Hamilton's
assertion that."destiny 1a nothing but another name tor
oharaoter, and the only tragedy in 11te is the tragedy
ot ta111ng in the future b7 reason ot the taot that we
have failed already in the paat."17 The dioe are loaded
against a play which contains a oharaoter whose past
forbids the ability to struggle.

'l'rag1o height cannot

be achieved, and Paula 1s such a.person.

She is only

an average human being-•reall7 no better or wOl'ae than
anyone else.

She is me:ttel7 an unfortunate, who, whether

she is on the stage or in real. lite, evokes sympathy
but n othing else.
, In Mid-Channel (1909) Pinero once again has bored
charaotera.

The plaJWr1ght employs a raisonneur in the

form of Petor Mottram, who provides the thesla,of the
plays Married life is like c roaaing the English Channel
from Folkeatone to Boulogne; at the halt•waJ mark.there
is a ridge which affords rough sailing.

ZSe and .

Theodore Blundell are thoroughly bored with each other.
Early in their marriage they resolved to have no children,
and now there 1s no oommon bond between them.

Selfishness,

vulgarity and, after separation, sordid atfa1ra on both
l? H��tlton, page 46.
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sides can lead only to eventual d1aaater.

It is a

serious play oonoerning model'n society, but 1 t is cer•
tainly n o tl'agedy.

Both of the principals are petty

persons, unintelligent, selfish, and d1asat1af1ed.
a word, they are shallow.

Ti,e ohattactera do n ot

struggle honeatly,with their problem.
unders-tanding or at doing
1 s halt•haarted.

In,

a

Any attempt at

single decent, n oble thing

Again the m1afortunea ot the oharaotera

1n the play create an atmosphere ot pathos, but that 1a
all. William Archel' pinpointed the problem v-ihen he called
this play a tragedy of empty people "without any of what
18

might be oalled �he shook absorbers ot l1te. n

In tact, the�e is n o ol1maot1c incident leading t o
Z8e• a. su1o.1de.

Rather, the:re 1a a chain ot events of
which the infidelity is only the final str oke.19 Thus
it 1a a fine problem play, but n ot a tragedy.

Evei-7•

thing is too mechanical with oharaota�s subordinate to
the plot.

Pinero had the opp ortunity to create muoh

stronger oha�aoters, but he may not have wished to.

Many

or1t1os agree with George Freedley, who claims, "He aimed·
at tragedy, but never achieved it beoause his serious
18 Archer, page 320.
19 Frank Wadleigh Chandler, AsEeots of Modern Drama
(New York, 1918), page 176 • .
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plays were mundane a ffairs which nevel' pul'ged the·
audienoe."20 '··Intent on the part ot the author and later
olasslticati:on of.his creation by or1t1os are two different
things.• One cannot deny P1nero1,a ability as a playwright,
and a great dramatist does not be.ve to write great·
tragedies.

It his plays are not tragedies, tt is because

of the obaraotera he created to people them.
human stuff of h1a ohal'aotel's 1a too mean.

Usually the
There 1s no

pity and terl'or at seeing theil' down tall. · ,A. E. Morgan
conceived ot them as lacking "that grandeul' which 11
necessary to elevate the psychological struggle to a
sufficiently high leve1. n21
In the midst of a host ot daneat1o dramas which in
the final analysis are.only problem plays is to be found
a true tragedy••John Masefield's :rite Tragedl of Nan
(1908).

D1ok1nson has said ot this play, •11:asefield·has

harmonized the point ot View of old tragedy with modern
ciraumstanae • • • • Nan is a. majestic figure. Her tt-agedy
glorifies her sordid fate."22 In the preface to this
play Mastfield expressed his theory ot tragedy, which is,
relevant to this study.
2

° Clark. and Freedley, page 165.

21 Morgan, pages 38•39.
22 Dickinson, page 217.

Tragedy at its best is a v1s1on of the heart
of life. The heal't ot life oan onlJ he laid
bare in t he agony and exultation of dreadful
acts. The vision of agony,. or spiritual con•
test;-pushed beyond the limits of the dying
personality, 1s exalting and cleansing. It is
only by auoh vision that a multitude can be
brought to the passionate k nowledge or things
exulting and etei-nal.
Commo nplace people dislike tragedy because
they dare not suffer and oannot exult. The
-.truth and rapture or man atte holy things, not
lightly tu be.scorned ., A carelessness of lite
and beauty marks the glu tton, th� idler, -and
the fool 1o their deadly path across history.
The poet1o impulse of the Renaissance 1s now
spent. The poetic drama, the fruit of' that
1mpt1lse 1s now dead. Until a new poetic im
pulse gathers, playwrights try1ng'for beauty
must try to create new forms 1n which beauty
and the high things of tho soul may pass f'rom
the stage to the mind. Our playwrights have all
the power except that power of exultation wh1ch
oomes from a delighted brooding on excessive,
terrible things. That pcwer is seldom granted
to man; tw1oe or thrice to a race perhaps, not
oftener. But it seems to me certain that every
effort, however humble, toward aoh1ev1ng ot that
power helps the genius of a raoe to obtain 1 t,
though the obtaining may be t1fty years after
the atri vel's at1e dead. 8 3,
Masefield justified h1s own o r1t1o1sm.- ,In this play
he has created real oharaotera.

The Pargetta�s are so

g:rasping, selfish, and mean that they make one_ot'1nge
when they appoar.

In the sordid atmosphere·ot the1:r

home, Nan 1s like a rose in a swamp.

She 1s doomed to

23 John Masefield, Introduction to The Tra0edy of Nan,
i n The Plaza of John 11asef1eld (New York, l9l8), vol, II,. .
page 144.
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suffer 'because.her father'was hanged tot- sheep-stealing.
Love is denied herJ yet she loves others. She can trust
..
no ooeJ ·yet she trust�•;· Cuffs and maltl'eatment cause
,,,,_

her only to turn the other ohaek.

Nan can bear any•

thing except false love and false kindness.

She believes

that the shallow, spineless Diok ·our.�11 loves her; and
she bel1evea her piety has been

rewar�e<t,

but,then the

jealous· inra • .Pargett er tells Diak of nan's past, and he
scorns hei- for Jenny Pax-getter.

It is the blow which

Nan oannot,take, and all her tragedy is contained in the
line nI thought I was a ;appy woman, Dick;,"84
Already there 1s ho�ror at seeing a pure and noble
perso n 1n s uch a predicament.

This hor!'or is heightened

when Nan revolts and •,forces Jenny to eat a poiso ned meat•
p1e. · Later, •what oould be called a theat:r1oal t;riok
in a lesser play, or the fina l blow to a - lesser pet•eon,
ooaurs when·Han receives fifty pounds from the government
as retribution f'ox- the execution of her father, who has
sinae been proven innocent.

The intensity- of the action

is almost unbearable, filling one w1 th awe when she tells·
Mrs. Pargetter:
,Don't you s peak. Don 't you thl'eaten, You'll
listen to me •. You 'ad me in your power, And
,,
4
2 t'ra5edz of Man, II.
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wot was good in me you, sneered at. And wot·
was sweet in me, you soured. And wot was bright
1n me your dulled. I was a fly 1n the sp1del' 1 a ··
web •. And the web came l'ound :me and round me,
t1:ll 1 t was a shroud, till thei-e was no more
joJ in the wottld. Till my 1 ef1rt was bitter as
thBt ink, and all choked. And fox- that I get ··
little y ellow round things. (Pause and change
or voioe.) And all or lt••No need for, any of
it. My dad's lite, and your taunts, and my
broke 'eart. All a mistake. A mistake. Some•
thin' to be put right by fifty pound while a
-gentleman waits for a coach. 'E though nothin
of it. 'E thought onlJ of gett1n the coach.
'E, 1:U.dtl' t even pl'etend.. (A or.y w1 thin.), · It ·
were a same to • 1m. • E laughed at 1 t. . (A c:r.y
:w1 th!.. n•} Yes• She has se.en h el'self • No
wonder she cries. She sees the pariah death•

. , cart ·'e.omi ng,.�5 ·· .

.

• . , .

.

t1an kills Dick and goes to drown her.self in the 1nooming
tide.
, She is truly a trag1o figure.

Masefield has demon

strated that 1t is the statu!'e or the protagonist as a
pere,.on that 1a the most vital factor in a t rue tragedy.
There is a majesty about Nan.

Ber fall, if it oan be

· called a fall, simply enables her to soar to grea te:r
heights-•as great as the nobility of the human spirit is
capable ot.

Masefield has added another element to

this play. wh1oh 1a wo11th mentlon-•the symbolic sounds or
the �ea and the ooaoh horn and the musings of Old Garter.
There. 1a an unreal sense ot destiny that is almost tangible,
25 Ibid•• III•
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and yet projects the piece beyond the)·l1m1ts of the
household, the staee, and even life.

Once again A. E.

Mo:rgan, provides an excellent ana,lysis of what Masefield
has aooomplished.
By moving his persona on a high s ocial plane,
by,magn1ty1ng his oharaotera to a superhuman
size, or by, removing his theme to a far•off : ··
land or distant time, the tragic writer has
-11tted his d:rama above the level on which hie
audience �1ol'mGll7 lives and feels. By these
methods the dramatist fulfills an essential con
dition ot tragedy.· He sublimatoe the,pereon he
evokes) purging it of that personal quality
which 1t will possess 1t it is too close t o the
ordinary oomiit1one of' 'life. It enables him
safely to produce deep passion without risk
of dragging down the spirit to -the level of our
everyday experience aod mingling 1t with t.he
,sorr ow that pertains to our own lives. On the
contrary it opens a window through whioh the soul
may see wider vistas of hUJnan woe, and above
all, if it be great tragedy, it will show a
vision of, the 1ndomin1table gren tn'ess or humanity•
The effect will not be depression but elevation,
not debasement but enoblement or sp1rit . 26
Never aga1n was Maser1eld able to equal·this play.
Cunliffe has said that c�it1oa see i t as "a leading
modetin example or domestic tragedy, worthy foxa it s art1st1o
restraint and imaginative power to be compared to Synge's
Riders to the Sea."27
. In this br1et play, Ride:rs to the Sea (1904),

J.

u.

Synge created a masterwork which 1n one sense 1a a
26 Morgan, page 265.
27 Cunliffe, pages 181•182.
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·domost1o drama., and iri anothe:r eense has 'a quality of
unreali� tbat defies category.· However, 1n all respe,cts
. ··,�

it is a t).tue· 'tragedy.

By·plac1ng hia setting in the

Aran Islands, ·he area ted naturally a remoteness wherein
11fe is stripped. to the very essentials
nature�

or

or man and

principal interest to this paper 1s the

ahara-otei- of the mother, Uaurya, who, a s Ohandler noted,
"through stress of suffering, has acquired a Stoic
strength of aoul." 28
Maurya ia a poor ., uneducated woman who lives to see
all her menfolk lost to the sea. In referring to hor
remaining son, Bartley, and his trip to sell some horses .,
she· says' .r,rophet1oally:
Hats· gone now, God spare us, und we'll not see
him again. He's gone now, and whe n the black
night 1s r�iling I'll have no son le:f't me in
the wol."ld. 2
Later. when she speaks of h e%' vision ot the lost M1ohae l,
one seea in this simple woman the quiet ttea1gnat1on to
what mus, be.

She has known a· lifetime of losing those

de arest to her, tor as she sayst
In the big world the old people do be
leaving things ar,er them tor their s ons and
28 Chandler, page 264.
29 Rida�s to the Sea,
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oh1ldren, but in th1s plaoe 1t is the young-.
men do he lea vi �g things beh.1. nd tor them
. . .
. that .do be old. vO
Although Maueya accepts he:!:' losses w1 th e. calm
�es1gnat1on,.she has n valiant will.

It 1s ho� will to

go on living in deep humt'..1.ity' and accepting losses as
her lo� that projects her pl:tght to t�agio proportions.
Her philosophy ls expressed in the closing speech:
Michael has a. olaan bul'1al in the·rar nox-th,
hy the graoe or the Almighty Ood. Bartley will
have a. f'1ne.oof'f1n out or the white bonrds, and
a deep gl'tave surely. Wbat motte can we want
than that? , No man at all oan be living tor
ever, and we muat be sat1stied. 31
There 1s no.room ror tears�

Instead, o ne 1s filled

with awe at 11aurya 1 s q111et dignity that le nds a tone of
majesty to the play.

Preedley believes that kathars1a

1a achieved in this drama and that 1t is a "modern
example ot the tragto 1�ulee."32 Perhaps Edward J.
v.

O'B rien best exp�essed the s1gn1tiaance which this play
holdsl
The p1ty and the te�ror ot it all have brought
a g�eat peace, tho peace that passeth understanding,
a nd it is beoause the play holds this timeless
30 Ibid.
31 Ibid

-·

32 Olark and Freedloy, page 220.
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peaoe after the stol'y which has bowed down every
oharaoter. that Riders to the sea may rightly
. take its plaoe as the greatest modern tragedy
in .the English tongue 41 33
Elizabeth Baker p:resentr:, a powex-tul Ol"itique ot the
growtng discontent in the middle classes of hor time 1n
Chains (1909) •

Charlie Wilson, a clerk 'W1 th a "safe"

job in the 01t1, has vague stirrings

or disoontantmant.

He is tired of hls regimented. 111'e, tired ot living 1n
a row of 1dent1oal houses, tired

or catching the same
"'"'i

train every morning, nnd,tired of waiting for .slow ad•
vanoement. in his job.

Charlie desires libert1••the

liberty, as he sees it, ot' worklng with the soil.

He

baa a small garden, but the earth 1s poo�, affording
'

11ttla sat1sfaot1on.toward eae1ng his need for self•
expression.

A ,boarde� in the house, Tennant, is qu1t•
'

.

t1ng his Job•-also "aafe"•-and le heading for Australia
to tr1 his luck.

Charlie sees his chanoo, and at the

close .of the pla1, he resolves to go with Tennant.

Then

his wife Lily tells him that she 1a going to have a baby,
and hia hopes are shattered.
It 1a a serious problem pla.1 developed with great
· skill.

Baker provides a sharp contrast between the ·, , __

33 Introduat1on t o Riders to the Sea by Ed�ard J.
O'Brien (Boston• 1911), page S.
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un1mag1nat1ve Lily and the romantio Charlie.

Lily s ays

or Tennant 1 a pending departure, "And he really is mad.
Throwing up a most excellent s ituation. My dear, I oall
h1m just stupid.n

34

Charlie, on the other hand, sums up

the thesis of the play and h 1s own feelings as well when
he argues thus with hio in-laws:
-_I'm not a scoundrel j11st because I got an idea,
am I? But I'll tell you what, marria�e shouldn't
tie a man up as it he was a s lave. I don't want
to deaort Lily--She'a my wife and I'm proud or
1t--but because I married, am I never to strike
out in anything? People like us aro just cowards.
We seize on the first s oft job--and there we
stick like whipped dogs •. We 1 re afra�d to ask
tor anything, afraid to ask tor a raise even-we wait until it comes •. And when th� boas anys
he won't give ynu one-•do we up nnd say, 'Then
I'll go some where I oan get more?' Uot a bit
of it •.
• • •• • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • •
•

•

•

•

•

•

Why oan•t a man have a tit of restlessness and
all that without bo1ng thought a v1lla1n? 3 6
The play 1a not a tragedy •. One is interested in
Charlie•a predicament and can identify oneself with him,
but he 1a a small man who, prodded by his 1mag1nat1on,
teebly struggles but s oon s uccumha to the chains or
Cunliffe has called it the "11re or the
Ignobly decent."36 The play does have power as a
c1rcumatanoa.

34 Chains, I.
35 �•, III•

36 Cunliffe, page 161,
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problem play, but its v,eaknesa as a tragedy, has been.·

ahown·by U1coll,

"Here onoe mora we oome upon a

Galaworthian drama, one to which not the ohara.oters, but
the oiroumstanoes and the fol'oes of soo1ety give great•
neaa," 37 This is fine if the intent was to atm at
',

something lower th$n tragedy, but if tragedy was intended,
greater characters should

have been created to cope w1 th.

the c1rcumstanoes,
Waste (1907), by Ha'.t'ley Granv1lle ... Barker, 1s baa1oally
a domostio drama,

Nuoh of the action is conoe'.t'n ed with

high polit1os, but this is done to develop the prota•
gon1st 1 _Trebell, in the llght or his importance in English
politics at the time of the play, and then to show .how
•

the adultery,by T�abell leads to his final downfall.
<

;

'

,

,

•

'

•

Henry Trebell·1s a well-conceived oharaotel'.

•,

C

<

He oan be

oona1dered as the embodiment of what a layman thinks pt
·· as the power behind politics and perhaps also the embod1•
ment ot the type of man those in pol1t1os would like.to
have wo�king �1th them.

Trebell is a brilliant man whose

lite 1a devoted to his work.

Other peopla do not enter
into hia life,except as puppets who�e strings he masters
and-then employs to his own purposes. He does not love
37 Nicoll, Br1t1ab Drama, page 382.
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Amy O'Connell, but he hns an a rralr with hor to prove
himself in eometh1ng ou tside pol1t1oa.

�he insists

he tell her he loves her, but when h� answers, "I'll
ae.y tthatevor'a neoesaary,"38 one realizes tho.t with him,
rsollnga nevor enter into arrnlrs with other roople.
Trebell 1a cold, or nece a�lty oold, nnd this cold•
neaa.haa won tor him both loyalty and hatred, but ot
the same time admiration trom each faction.

Political

setbacks do n ot 110rry him because he 1a not poroonally
involve�.
ledge

H1a perfect selt-oonfidence and sublime know

or tho people �1th •hom he �orks enable him to

continue to enjoy his power.

F.ven �hon oonf rontod with

the taat that Amy ia pregnant with hie ah1ld, he 1a sure
he oan handle the situation.

Amy tells him that her

husband will seek a divorce and then raise a great row.
The tollm-ing exchange 1a 1nd1oat1ve ot the oharaote�a

or both, and at the same time 1t is a hint ot whnt �111
finally ruin Trebell1
Amy.

And that'd smash you.

Trabell.

At the moment • • • yea.

Arey.

I'd �e •� sorry.
marry me.

Trebell.

That i a the usual thing.

58 \P.aa te, I, 11.

Still. • • you'd
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Then yout d. hate me the :mol'e, I
suppose, ror be!ng the smashing
of you·. But we could got along.·
People do. I'm good company • • •
and I'm still p�atty. I can't.
seo why you don't love me • • •
just a little.
Treboll.

! �&n sny th�t I love you.
easily as.id.

Amy.

You never onoe said it • • • you'd
no .need. That's pretty shameful.
Did·you think I wouldn't notice?

Trebell.

It's a aort of thing I dislike • • •
using wo�ds.that have no meaning
to mo. 39

It's

Trebell doos not actually hato Amy; rather, he hates
to have made

a mistake.

HoV1ev9r, his g1,eateat mistake
'

1a not realizing what a attJp1d, shallow pel'son Amy 1s.
Because he wlll not sny he loves her, she has an abortion
and as a result, sho dies.

Further, ha has made the

.

'

mistake ot having written her a letter which falls into
the hands other husband, Justin O'Connell. Within an
atmosphere of arguing and cajoling, pol1t1o1ana interested
only in saving their leader and thus saving their own
party trom ruin, a tar greater battle is waged.

O'Connell

and Trebell both realize they have been harmed by Amy.
'

o• Connell

.

f

,

promise a not .to reveal Trabell1 a letter at the

inquest, but· that no longer matters to· 'l'rebell.

-

39 Ibid.,

II• 1~
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has lost something much greater, and h1s·lose 1s !.ndioated
in his words to Cantilupe, the-ohurohman who is.ooncorned
over Trebell ta adultary and the moral issues Vlhich are
involved a
Oh, I oan repent • • • the thing done • • • the
folly ot 1 t. But the thing t hat I am • • •
to repent that is to cue. 40
Treb-ell oonoludea thu t he has erred as a pel'eon · and rJOt
as tho polit1�al maoh1ne he hoped he was.

Because he has

thus erred, he knows he must be judged as a man.
However, to the pol1t1c1ans he casts the challenge ot
whether

or

not they ��11 keep him as their leader.

They

later refuse to take the ohanoe with him because scandal
may loak out, and his pol1t1oal car eer 1e ruined.
Thia is a hard blow.
again.

Perhaps he could bounce baok

He could fight them; o r later, when people have

forgotten, he oould start again.
oannot ·ever walk the same path.

But than he knows ha
Bia br1111anoe 1s intact,

but he has had a glimpse 1ns1de himself.
child, •hioh

Amy

The child, h1a

was carrying represents to him how easily

all ot man•s oreations and aspirations may be snuffed out.
He has had at last an insight into the timeless problems

-

4o Ibid., III, 1.
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of humanity and creation and knows he is a -part of them.
He also knows that he is .a failure by tho1r stan dards.
The�e is nothing else for such a man to do but to die.
The play ie not a real tragedy.

Seldom do we find

a oharao tel' of sue h fi_trength and wholeness,. but Txsebell' a
lack of human sympathy on n personal level causes him
to fail as a tragic figure.

It is a pity that he is

ruined, but one cannot help feeling that. it was his
own tault and that he deserved .1t.

Assuredly, it is a

waste thnt a man of his ab111ties must be lost becau se
of a silly woman, but one feels thr1t she too is entitled
to happiness and to 11re.

Tt,.e title of the play affords

the reaotton .or the audienoe; it 1s a waste but of no
ist'eater oonsequenoe.

st. John El'vino oreated 1n John Ferguson (1915) one
of the noblest figures in domeat1o drama.

John Ferguaon

with his bumble dignity faoes the vagaries ot fate and a
multitude of misfortunes with a head unbowed except to
God.

�t 1s the character of old John which qualifies

this play as a true tragedy because, despite his being
a poor farmer, there is universal 1dent1f1oat1on with
him.

In the preface to tl:1s play Ervine wrote:

a'

. John ·,Ferguson fe
tragic play, but I think I
may claim th�t it is not a depressi ng play.
It does .not disgust with humanity those who
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read•it or see it pertol'mad. An audience
should leave a theatre, aftera seeing a
tragedy i n a state ot pride.·•'• p roud
that they are human and or4the same species
as the·trag1c figures,'• • l
This is a high standa rd to achieve, and Ervine baa
succeeded.
It 1a neoeasary to t ake into consideration the
1mpo�tance attached to owning one• a land in Ireland'•

It

has never been aa customary to piok up and move to one
plaoe or another in Ireland as is·· customary 1n Amerioa·.
The family holdings were aaol.'ed; they were, indeed, all
that people like the Fe1'gusons had·.

In this play,

because of 111-tortuno, the farm haa been doing poorly ·
and is heavily mortgaged with the notes due.

At any

moment a letter 1s expected from John's kin in Amerioa
with enough money to relieve the debt�

Hen�y Witherow,

the antagonist, will write off the mortgage 1f John's
daughter Hannah will marry him., Salvation of a sort
is offered by James Caesar, a piddling little grooer,
who w1�l pay off Jhe dsbt 11" Hannah marr1eli him.

John

Ferguson will not force his daughter to marx-y, nor will
be attempt to persuade her to do anything against her
-41 st. John Ervine, P•etaoe to John Ferguson
(New Yot-k, 1928), page �,--
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will.

She decides to marry Ca.esa.r, but 11then she changes

her mind, for she knows she can nevor, marry auch a man,
and she goes to Witherow to t.ell him he can take the
farm.

She is raped by Witherow and, when she returns to

toll about her experience, Caesar vows to kill W1thorowJ
but 1t 1s apparent thut he doss not have the nerve.
John's son Andrew knows that Caesar will do nothing, and
he takes the family gun and goeo out into tho night.
The next morning, when Witherow 1s tound dead, Caesar ta
immediately arrested.

Then the ·lotter arrives from

America with the·money.

In a leaser play this wovld be

melodramatic; here it 1s but another turn of the aorew

or tate.
Androw is als o a powerful figure.

Although he has

killed Witherow, he could get off by osoaping e1the� tQ
Northern Ireland or America; and then by confess1ng,
he could :t'ree Caesar.

However. he will not do it despite·

his mother's urgings and even a alight bending of old

John's rigid pt-1noiples.

The quiet dignity of �e fol•

lowing exchange lifts the emotions from ptty to some•
thing greater :
John Ferguson.

I did take pride in him, but
I take no pride in anything
now. I muat·have sinned bit •
terly against God to be punished
this way. It mus t have been

]L09

something I done that's
brought oalam1ty on us.
I'd be wt111ns to pay
wb'it ever price was de•
manded or me • • • but
Andrewl

Andrew Ferguson.

Da, a man must clean him•
self mustn't he?

John Ferguson.

Ay, ay, sont

Andrew Ferguson.

It's no good other people
doing things tor h1m. He
must do them himself. 42

Andrew and Hannah go to the police.
h imself 1n.

He intends to turn

A struggle of the soul has been involved,

and righteousness trlu�phs.
The family, although it stillp:,aesaes the farm, 1a
ruined.,, A. R. Morgan believes that John Fet,tgueon is
all but dead.

'lhe final note is not �nallev1ated p91n,

but instead, one feels that human naturo hns boen just!•
fied••that the soul is 1ndestruot1ble.43
John and his wif,e, Snrah, .s1t talking in a masterful •
and dignified close:
,John.

42 iOM

We've been married a long while, Sarah.
and ahared·our good fortune and our bad.
We've had onr pride and our humt11at1on.
God's been good to ua and He's been
.bitter hard. But whatever it was we've
born it together. haven't we?

fergusoo.

IV.,

43 Morgan, page 241.
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.Sarah.

Ay, John.

John.

And we'll bear th1e together too,
woman, wont t we?

Sarah.

It 1a a hard thing for any one to
beal'. Your own eon to be taken
from you • • ·• •

John.

Ay, wlte, it 1a, but we must bear
1 t, tor God knows better nor we do
what•a right to be done. (He takes
up the Bible again ] Listen to
God's word • • • • ,4

He then reads David's lament tor Abealom and tho play
closes.

One is filled w1th awe at the power or such

a1mple people, and eepeoially the raw st�ength of a man
oloae to the soil who thinks ot life in the funda•
mental relation ot his responsibility to God.

One la

indeed proud that there are such people who, despite the
greatest of tragedies, continue to struggle in an honorable
and humble fashion and strive to redeem themselves
before theil' God.

The audience ia both drained by the

emotion of the play and ennobled by what they have seen.
The play 1a a true tragedy.
Although not strictly a domestic play, Sean o•casey•a
'l'h.e Plough and the Stars (1926), which has as its setting
the Easter Week Rebellion in Ireland, is related v:1th
44 John Fersuson, IV.
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reference to the effect of the rebellion on the residents
ot a tenement house 1n Dublin.

Bessie, one of the tene•

ment people, sees the fut111 ty ot the fight when she saye 1
There'8' th' men marohin• out into the' dhread
dimness o' danger, while th' 11oe is orawlin'
about feed1n 1 on the fatness o' the landl
But youa'll not escape from th 1 arrow that
tl1eth be night, or the a1oknesa that waeteth
be day. • • • An t ladyship an' all, as some
o• them may be, they'll be aoatthered abroad,
like th' dust 1n the darkneaat45
It 1a not a pretty picture, and at first the message of
the play was oompletely misunderstood.

When it was pro•

duoed by the Abbey Players in Dublin, on February a, 1926,
the audience rioted because they thought it was anti•
Irish,46
Jack Clitheroe and hia wife, Nora, are of especial
s1gn1t1oanoe to this paper.

Jack is an idealist, one ot

that breed of Irishmen who actually tight and do not
merely talk about it.

Cunliffe ha.a noted that Jack waa

neither coward nor herao, "simply:, a poor human being torn
1n oppos1t1e directions between genuine patriotism and
love tor his young wite." 47

Nora ia really the most

powerful figure 1n the play and 1a the true idealist.
45 The Plough and the Stars, I.
46 John Oasaner, Master:& ot the Drama (New 'X°Qrk,
1940 ) , page 569 • . .
47 ·. Ounl1fte, page 248.
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All she desires is to get away from the drab tenement,
away tram the fighting, and live a happy lite with her

husband.

She pleads with Jaok to stay, but he cannot1

and she, out of tear that he may be killed, gives birth
prematurely to a dead child.

She becomes i nsane, and aa

the tighting swirls around the tenement, she oan only
poignantly cry, "O Jaok, Jack.

Where are 7011?" completely

oblivious to all that goes on about her.
None of the figures is great enough to warrant
calling this play a true tragedy.

It 1a a aer1oua study,.

interspersed with humor, or Irish lite1 it is also a·con•
demnation of war.

The oharaoters are little people �ho

do not realize the a1gn1f1oance or the-1aauea being
fought.

Their only struggle ia for a happiness they are

unable to realize.

One can pity them but do little else,

tor there is never dry-eyed tear at seeing their fate.
It is a well-written and memorable play, but the plight

ot the oharactera never rises to the tragic level.
T.

s.

Aa the final Br1tiah domestic drama to be considered,
El1ot 1 a The Family Reunion (1939) artords the

greatest d1ffioult1ea in evaluation.

Freedley baa noted

that while it has been called the greatest English
tragedy ainoe Elizabethan times, the taot that Eliot
tried to foroe a modern English domestic tragedy into
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the ancient Greek mold resulted in his failure to do
just1oe to el ther •.48 Moxreoever; the drama is wr1 tten 1n
verse.

Eliot has argued that poetry must justify itself

dramatically, and it 1t is only an embellishment for the
pleasure of thos.e who lie t o read verse, it is super•
tluoua. 49 .It seems that, although Eliot• a use .ot verse
is at_t1mes etfect1ve, most ot the poetry 1s stilted and
unnatural and inevitably causes the characters to lose
Oerta1nly Eliot has empl.oyed, exoept in the case ot
the Eumenides, contemporary oharao.,tera •

The setting ia

domestic, but the inhabitants of the old English me.nor
house, Wishwood, live 1n a rarefied atmosphere.

The

past is 1n constant collision with .the present••&
· favorite Eliot theme.

The protagonist, Hsit�s, Lord

Monohenaey, returns. home af'ter a long absence. Vlhether
ox- not he ta responsible tor his w1te' s death is un1mportantJ' b,e believes that he has killed. her, and he 1a
tormented by the purs�1ng Eumenides •. Harry thinks that
all 1a quite hopeless at the beginning of the play, for
in apeaktng to his oousin Mary� he aaysc
48 Clark and Freedley, page 215.

49 T. s.· Eliot, Poetr and Drama (Cambridge, The
Harvard University Press, t§51), page 10.
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One thing you cannot know:
The sudden extinction ot evePy alter•
native,
.
The unexpected c�ash of the iron oateract.
You do not know what hope is until you
have lost it.
You only know what it is not to hopel
You do not kn ow what it 1a to have
hope taken from you,
Or to fling 1t away, to jo1n the legion
of the, hopeleaa
Untteaognized by other men. though
_sometimes by each other. oo
Furthermore, Harry seems to blame h1a mother to� wh.nt
he 11.

He hardly knew his f'ather, and during his ent1tte

youth, as is true even at the time of the play, •ev��y
th1ng waa don• to please her. What one ls or will be
is the result or all that went before, because

Bow can we be oonoerned w1th the ,past
And not with the future 1 or with the future
And not with the paet? 51
Family atteotton was only a duty, and this attitude
must have b�en tranafer�ed to his relationship with h1s
late wife.

However, he was only dimly aware of this

until he returned to W1ahwood.

There ,the past,, present,

and future become one; and Hal'l'y finally realizes that
he need not run from the Eumenides any longer.

Rather,

he will now follow them••preaumably to his deatruot1on,
50

:z'he FamilI Reunion :, I. 11.
Sl �., II, 1.
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but with an aooompanying expiation.

Raymo nd Williams

1s probablJ .right in th1nktng that Harry's experience is
the searoh for redempt1on, 52
The plaJ may be called, if such a term 1s valid,
a cerebral tra gedy.

The,odds are overwhelming, and in

h!a struggle Harry rises to a noble state when he comes
to terms with h1mself•-when he emerges from "a world ot
insanity." .He exults that

h9

no longer runs i'l"om, but

now pursues, his fate,
blood ,person?

But is Harry ever a flesh-and•.:
Does h1s plight ever al'ouse a.we.,and horror

in the audience?

Are they ever transported by 1dent1•

t1oat1on w1th his plight until their own emotions aiie
purged?

No.

The play is muoh too analyt1oal.

Eliot

presents a sc1ent1f1o evaluation of the problem�

and

�rguments are presented leas on an emotional basis than
as a rational solution to a problem.

This 1s hal'dly

dl'amaJ 1t,1s oarta1nly not effective tragedy on the
stage.
Although the trad1 t1ons beh1 nd these :represen tati ve
English and Irish plays are close enough to permit
grouping them in one chapter. Amer1oan drama roqu1res
62 Raymond Williams, Drama trom Ibsen to Eliot
(New York, 1953), page 236.

l,16:

separate oons1derat1on.

Naturally American drama h as

been partially dependent upon both British and Continental
dl'amaa, but the subject ma.t ter and the conception or the
characters 1n American drama have a distinctness of
their own.

However, wlth our greatly acoele:rated trans•

portation and communication, the people of the world are
beoo�1ng muoh oloaer 1n both ideas and attitudes.
in the future it w111 be difficult to d1tferent1ate
between the domestic dramas or different countries,

Perhaps

OHAPTER IV

REPRESENTATIVE A:MERIOAM DRAMAS
The Ame�ican theatre has also had its share ot
domestic drama, but the early examples ot the eighteenth
century had l ittle dramatic oonten$.1 The type, in fact
all of American drama, developed ve:ry slowly.

It waa

not until Mrs. Henry Ward's East Lynn! (1865) that an
attempt was made to present a serious problem 1n a
domestic setting. 2

Late� James A. Herne in his Margaret

Fleming (1890) further developed

the type.

In this play

he attempted to p�esant his oharaote�a as he saw them
rather than to write parta for the popular actors ot
the day.3 Clyde Pitoh, eapeo1ally with his The Girl
with Green Ezeat (1902), also made s1gnif1oant contri•
buttons.

Ot course, the efforts of Steele MaoKaye,

Peroy MaaKaye, Bronson Howard, and many others also
deserve mention, but it was not until after World War I
l Margaret o. Mayorga, A Sho�t H1stor3 of the
American Drama (New York, 1932), page 44.
2 �., pagei ;,112.

3 Bax-r ett H. Oln1."k and George Freedley, ed �, .
A History ot ME�n Drama (New York, 1947), page 650.
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that American dt'ama oame into its.own.

The great

touring co·mpanies were broken up, and the Theatre
Syndioate was abolished.
like

In their stead, small oompanies

the Provincetown Players and. The Neighborhood Play•

house oame into ex1stenoe,

The oommero1al theatre aen•

tel'ed in New York Oity, bui dramatic aot1v1ty wna being
oar�ied on in oollegea, on labor atagea, and in Little
Theatre groups all over the country.

John Gassner haa

noted that, although the American stage had lost its
tremendous following, at the same time, "Amerioan drama
beoame a genu ine art."4 Inhibitions had been removed
and sti-iot oensorah1p had almost vanished,

Sign11'1•

oantly the theatre became a true veh1ole tor the ex•
pression of typically American 1deac rather than those
dictated by foreign influence.
Eugene O'Neill is perhaps the most imposing writer
of the poat•World War I period.

Although he is now better

known tor some ot his other plays, Beyond the Horizon
(1920) won tor him the Pulitzer Prize, and it is still
a favorite ot the Little Theatrea.5 For the purposes
of this study it 1a his moat representative domestic
4 John Gassner, Masters or the DX'amn (New York,
1940), pa;;e 632.
5 Arthur Bobson Quinn, A History of t he Amerioan
Drama (New York, 1945), page 173.

drama.

Robert Mayo, a dreamer who is 1ll•auited to farm

work, marries the girl, and he casts aside his opportunity
to go to sea and learn something ot the world beyond the
confining limits of the farm.

His brother Andy, a stolid,

practical, but unimaginative person, departs in his place.
Robert cannot.manage

the farm, and soon his email family

sink!' into poverty•

Only their daughter keeps him and

,

hie wife, Ruth, together; tor after.their initial passion,
they no lcnger

love each other.

Robert made the ·mistake ot believing that he would
t1nd a happiness wtth Ruth that would compensate tor
his yearnings to discover what was beyond· the hottizon.
The daily dl'udgery ot tarm work 1n which he cannot hope
to suaoeed, the alienation and lack of understanding
by Ruth, h1s poor health, and ,the constant misfortunes
on the farm all conspire against him.

Re again returns

to dreams of adventure, of escaping from what is now to
him a prison.· At the same time he does his best to
preserve the farm, but it ts useless.· However, his
pride prevents hie appealing to the now r1oh Andy tor aid.
It ia only a� the end, while dying of a lung disease, that
he knows he will reoeive hie release••though death.
play ends on a note ot exaltation when Robert tells
Ruth and Andy:

The

You mustn't feel sor:ry for me. · Don•·t you see
I'm happy at laat•-ft-ee-•freel•-freed from the
tarm••tree to wander on and on--eternally.
Look1 Ian•t 1t beautiful beyond? I can hear
the old voioes calling me to come••(Exultantly)
And this time I•m go1ngl It isn't the end.
It's a tree beg1nn1ng-•the start of my voyage1
I 1 ve won my trip••the right or · ·releaee•-beyond
.
the horizon. 6
· '?he play i s obviously a.n 1mmature· work.

Some of 'the

aoeneB lag, and tha play often becomes melodramatic.

Al•

though not· a great tragedy, it is nevertheless a true
tragedy•

Gassner, who alao reopgnized the weak spots of

the play, calls it a "sardonic and poignant tragedy of
a ttl'ition • n7
Robel't' 1 plight is universal because we feel 'lie .,
would like to break away trom some established o�der· to
experience something new.

Although thoroughly frustrated,

Robe�t 1s a dignified and. noble oharaoter who struggles
decently against ciroumstanoes from which he cannot
honorably escape.

Even in the ver, depths of despair

and in the knowledge that ho is inou:rably 111, he becomes
magnificent when he says to Andy:
You--a rarmer••to gamble in a wheat pit with
scraps of paper. There's a spiritual s1gn1•
t1canoe in that picture, Andy, I'm a failure,
and Ruth's another-•but we can both justly
lay some ot the blame for our stumbling on
6'seyond the Horizon, III, 11,
7 Gassner, page 649.
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God. But you t re the deepest -dyed tailu�e or the
three, Andy. You've spent eight years running
away fx-om yourself. Do yo u see what I mean?
You used to be a creator when you loved the farm.
You and life were in harmonious partnership •••
But part ot what I mean is that your gambl�ng
With the thing you used to love to create proyes
how far aatray-•So you'll be punisl}ed. You'll
have to suffer to win back • .- • •
Only when Robert knows that Andy baa returned for good
and �111 a�sume his obligations d oes Robert suooumb.
This play proves an exception to Lew1aohn's claim
that th� protagon�st or modern drama fails to achieve
peace wtth the world.

The very exaltation at the end

relieves one or the mere sense ot pity tor Robert.

He

has a certain grandeur about him aa he goea to meet
the unknown-•the unknown he has always yearned to meet.
The audience oannot diar�gard this contagious feeling
and thus 1s uplifted through watching his final ti-1um
phant release trom his suffering.

A purgation ot emo•

tiona is achieve�, and 1 t 1s a valid· ·purgation beoanse
there 1s an aooompany1ng reeling that life really 1 a
not in vain.
The Hero (1922) by Gilbert Emery poses two inter
related problems.

Iri a soo1olog1c�l sense it conoe�na

t he problem or the plaoe;_::for the returned hero in
8 Beyond the Horizo,n III, 1 •.
,.
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American society.

In a domestic se'.1se 1 t oonoel'nn the

problem of what the family does when the hero aomea back
into the home.

The play is just as timely tody as it

was 1'1hen fliest prosented.

Although a dual problem

per va des the plny, Emery never a omes right out and
expresses either one.

Instead, he allows the problems

to d�velop .naturally through the aotion of the play;_
moreoever, he never does give an answer to either o ne.
The play is.powerful because he.deals with real prople
and not with illustrative types.
The prodigal hero a on Oswald returns t rom Fra.noe
to his brother Andrew's home.

He had run away from

home yeara before, leaving some bad debts �hioh his
brother assumed.
time o1 t1z.en.

He 1a really an undesirable peace•

Aoouatomed to a lite ot ao tion, taking what

he wants with little moral retleotion. he �imply doea
not tit in •. Routine work is not for him; mundane daily
afta1ra only bore h1m.

He seduoes a young Belgian

refugee whom bis b rother h as taken in, oapturea the
heart o f h1a brother's wite--and then spurns her, and in
the end atoala the ohuroh oolleot1on, for which his
brother is responsible, to enable him to retUl'n to France.
Yet he 1a not all bad.

The love and at teotion he ehows

h1a nephew, little Andy, 1a engaging, and Oswald does
die saving Andy trom n fire.
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• The .pla7 cannot be called a t ragedy•·

Further, it

cannot even be aalled. a aer1oue problem play because or
the teohn1que:employed.

Perhaps it could best be olasa1•

tied as a serious portrayal of a na11oe of life."

It

haa a rathel' oontrived plot, but it is.. saved from melo• ·
dl'ama by the 1nteres,t created in the che.X'aoters, which
goes_ tar t o excuse the ending.

Mone of the characters·

1:s of a type worthy ot tragedy.

Oswald is universal:

there are many like him ai-oupd who are personable as
But

long aa one does· not get to Lt.now them too well.
· he 1s really still quite savage; or 1 t not that,
immature. He does not want reapona1b111t1es.

His

n oble deeds are done less from thought than on impulse.
'l'hel'e can be no. majesty about a pei�son like him; there
can be no horror at seeing him fall.

There might be

some &1Jf1pathy tor the Oswalds of the world, but there
should be more for the Andrews.
Andrew, who assumes his respona1b111t1es without
oompla1n1ng, who 1s not very intelligent but not stupid,
who pathettoally tries to be·tunny with stale jokes,
but who exists within a moral frame ot reference and does
the best he is capable of, 1s perhaps the noblest
o reature 1n this play.

In the tollow1ng tender exchange,

after Oswald has periah,d in the tire with the ohuroh
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money wh1oh must. be repaid, Emery'e irony is evident,
and one feels both pity and admiration tor Andrew&
Andl'ew. l'ih:r, or oourse, there doesn't any
thing matter much, dear, as long
as I got you and the boy. Thank ,
God tor thatl. • • Now I must go
an• t1nd ma. Poor mat And then-•
go baok there to-•h1m • • •
Hester•

You are a good man, Andrewl

Andrew.

Me? I'm just old Andy� I am.
But Oa••Oa was a hero.

I knowl

A good, good man.

?low

It 1s a good play and suooeeda in its intent. More•
over, it 1sddubtful that Emery ever w1ehed to create a
Beoause h e could create characters so well,

tragedy.

he must surely have realized what he was doing with
i',

'

Oswald.
, -· t

:

1..

Therefore, it may be that while Oswald comes
;

to life on the stage and is soon forgotten as a person,
what he represents in the torm or the o ther heroes in
real life, with whom members or the audience may come
into contaot, 1a remembered; and the result 1s that
the same members ot the audience may see their unad•
justed heroea in a different light.

In that way it doea

succeed as a problem play perhaps nuoh better than the
more obvious pi-oblem plays.
9 The Hero, III.

Yet another facet of domeatio

drama has been presented, but 1n this case the results,
though sympathetic, are not tragic.
1a

No one in the play

or auft1o1ent stature as a human be1ngJ and one, while

interested in them, 1a not moved.
Sidney Howard in The Silver Cord (1925) areated one
of the most memorable figures in American domestic drama;
Ura._ Phelps 1a the epitome ot the overpoaseaa1ve mother.

s.

Marion Tucker believes the creation of Mrs. Phelps

reflects the influence or t he school ot psychoanalysis
on Boward,10 but she is auoh a readily identifiable
person, a type of person the entire audience oan under•
stand.

Her whole life oentera on her love of her t��

grown sons, David and Robe�t, both of whom Bl'e still
her "little boys"

At the opening of the play, David

returns home married to an intelligent and strong•
willed woman, Christina.

Robert intends to marry He ater,

a high•etrung, sensitive girl.

The struggle immediatel1

begins between Mrs. Phelps and the girls over the
possession ot David and Robert.

Mrs. Phelps d1sored1ta

any or the abilities ot the g11'ls•-even their ability
· to love her sons.
for them.

To hett, the girls are only playthings

But when the girls m ake their respeot1ve

lO s. Marion Tucker, ed., Modern American and British
Plays (New York, 1931), page 63 .
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bide for Robert and David·, she employs the powerful
argument of mother ·love. · She reall,y bel1e ve·s she baa
given her �ll to what she oons1ders the sacred duty of
motherhood. It 1a her purpose; shield, and juat1t1oa•
tion tor all her actions with and about her sons.

She

succeeds with the weaker Hester and Robert, but Ohr1atina
is �tronger, and David fi nally throws off his mother•s
bonds and goes with his wife.
It ls a seriou s problem play about a tender subject,
and it is exeouted with superb skili.

The dialogue is

full ot. s1gn1t1oant double mean10gs ohax-ged w1th emotion. ·

Soenes such aa !&a. Phelps' plaoing David 1n his own
room (with·his wife in a separate room) and then oom1ng
i n to tuok him 1n, or the ol1mat1o aoene when,Hester 1a
drowning and M�s. Phelps' only oonoern 1a for her·aona
w ho may oatoh cold while rescuing her are done subtley
yet w1 th un mistakable venom. · Howard does slip into the
d1dact1o in the following argument between Christina
and Mrs. Phelpss
Mrs. Phelps.

What have you to offer David?

Christina. ·

A hard time. A ohance to work
on his own. A ohanoe to be on
his own. Very little money on
which to share with me the bur•
den of raising his child. The
pleasure of my society.· .. The
solace of my ·love. The enjoyment
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of my body. To whioh'if have
reason to believe he is not
1nd1ff ettent.
Mra. Phelps.

(Revolted.)

Ugh1

Can you offer so much?
Mrs. Phelps •. I otter a mother's love. or
perhaps you aooff at that1
Christina •. ·

Not if it's kept within bounds.
I hope my baby loves me. I'm
practically oerta1n I'm going
to love my baby. But within
bounds.

Mrs. Phelps •. And what do you mean
bounds?

by

within;

To love ·my- baby w1 th as much and
aa deep respect aa I hope my
. baby will feel to't' me it I deserve
its respect. To love my baby
u nposseasively • above all, un•
:romantioally. 1 :t.

Ohriat1na •.·

However, this is 1n keeping with the development of the
play.

The attitude or the audience is receptive to it,

and it is natural that the two should express their
feelings.
The play is certainly not a tragedy.

Perhaps one

can feel s orry tot' people like Jiire. Phelps, although she
'

'

becomes deap1oable at time.

David and Robert are sym-

pathetio characters, but they. are no t worth fighting
over.

Somehow one cannot help feeling that Christina
11 The Silver Cord 1 III, 1.

will be saddled with a weakling like David.

Further

more, the sut.t'ering happens to .the wrong people.

Mrs.

Phelps does not surfer; fox-, although she loses David,
she still has Robert,

one oan see with a degree of

h orl'or what the e-ventual 11:f'e between Mrs. ,.Phelps and
Robert will be, and at the same time Mrs. Phelps assumes
.,

'

a certain air ot majesty which provokes awe ·at 'her self•
righteousness when she says to Robert at the olose ot
the play·s
And 7ou must remember what David, 1n his
blindness, has forgotten: that mother love
suffereth .long and is k1nt;i; envieth not, is
not puffed up, 1a not easily provoked;
beareth all th1ngsJ ondureth all things. • •
At least, I think my love does?l2
Robert, 'Who is engulfed forever,. can only answer with a
aubm1aa1ve yea.
these things.

There is no purgation by exper1enoe1ng
Rather, there is perplexity on the part.

of the audience as to what one does with a •oman su oh
aa Mrs. Phelps.

Howard does not gi ve an answer to thiaJ

perhaps no one else oan either.
011fford Odets, one of the moat active playwrights
of the thirties, presented.Awake and Sing in 1935•

In the opinion of many oritioa it is his masterpiooe.13
'l2 Ibid.
13 Gassner, paie 690. ·
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In this problem play Odets is oonoerned with the
dis1ntograt1on of a family because of the demands ot .
modern life under a oap1talist1o system.

As in many.of

his other plays, Odets presents very powerful scenes,·
but ha does not achieve muoh impact with the play as a
whole.

Aotually, there 1s no real hero.. Bessie Berger

figu_res 1n all the action as thadlominating person.
She seems unimaginative and 1s a retarding factor whiah
prevents·· the other membex-s of the household trom breaking

the bonds that keep them in naar poverty io a tenement
house.

The family has few pleasures because- she insi•sta

they must work to better themselves.

She explains her

position when she says:
My whole lite I wanted to go away too, but
with ohild�en a woman stays homo. A tire
burned in
heart too, but now it•a too
late. I•m no spring chicken. The clock
goes and Bessie goos. 14

.sz

There is sympathy for her because -.hat she is doing
is really a great aaarit1oe to achieve a better lite 1n
the future, but in doing this she deeply hurts the other
members ot the family by stifling their dreams and eftao1ng
their personalities.

The play is not a tragedy.

Not one

ot the characters has t he true dignity ot human spirit
14 Awak� and Sing, III, 1.

1:30

necessary tor a trag1o ftgure.

Not even Jacob, Bessie's

rather, oan measure up to t1'ag1c qualif1cat1ona because
he 1a an 1deal1st with no power tor act1on.
there i s a oontuslon of impressions.

In tact,

In his laudatory

introduction to the play, Harold Clurman said:
The play is about real people struggling humbly
with their everyday problemsJ it 1e tragic in the
_ sense that we are l ed to see t hat these problems
- are almost l ife-or-death mattersJ it 1s comio
in the sense that the manner,in which these pro
blems present themselves for the oharaoters in
the play (and for most of us,in the audience)
1s so amazingl y casual and haphazaii 1n relation
to their fundamental s1gn1f1oance.
As no�ed ear11e�, there cann ot be this oontuslon or aims
in a tragedy.

But s�-noa 1t 1s the Qharacte��a in• the

plays considered thnt a�e of importance to this paper,
perhaps the tailing ot all the dramqt1s pe�sonae as
tragic figures keeps this play on &;level beneath tragedy.
, Quinn' e, j11dgement that the oharaotera "are not ot the .
slightest 1mportanoe spiritually or 1ntelleotually, and
they neither awake nor alng;n l G points out the failure
of the play as tragedy, no matter how interesting it is
as a study ot lower-m 1ddle-olass domestic lite.
The Little Foxes (1939) by Lillian Hellman is a
challenging domestic dl-ama to consider because it defies
15 Harold Olurman, Introd�otion to Awake and Sing,
in Three Plays by Clifford. Odets (New York, 1935), pase xt.,
16 Quinn, page 300.
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def1n1 tion. · It 1s not actually a problem play, unless
one 1nterp:rets the thesis as being the destruct1on-�or·
rathel', tho ueaadenoo of a family because or their
burning avarice.

The decent people ·1n the play are

totally ineffectual, and the rest are so despicable
that nothing admirable oan be found in them.

The play

is not a comedy by any definition of the word; it is
not a tragedy, except in the sense that it is tx-agio
that suoh;people exist in the world.

However, an oxami•

· nation or these people may afford yet another variation
of what oan be·done with domeetio drama.
The scene is the deep South in,1900.

Regina Giddens

and'her brothers Oscar and Ben Hubbard belong to the -,
controlling family of a small town.

They have auooeas•

fully dickered with a northern manufacture�, William
Marshall, to have a ootton mill built in the town. All ,
they now need is the neooasary capital.

Regina's hua•

band, Ho�aoe, has the money; but he does not wish to
support the idea, fo� he knows that the people of the
town will be exploited by the mill.

He is 111 in a

Baltimore hospital, and he refuses to diaouss the affair.
Regina oontr1ves to bring him homo to talk to him about
1t, but still he refuses to give 1n.

Meanwhile, Osoar'a

son Leo, who works tor Horace in the bank, has disoovered
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a oash box or Hornoo•s \"fhich contains $88,000 worth or
bonds.

Sinoe Horaoe doaa not otton look 1n the box,

the brothers decide to hnvo Leo "borrow" the bonds tor
a little while.

He does, and Oscar leaves tor Chicago

to settle the deal.

Since they intond to return the

money later, they think thnt no one will be the �1aer,
and �hey w1ll control the family share 1'71 thout 1ncl\ld1ng
Rag1na.
Horace, however, oalls for the.cash box and dis
covers the theft.

Rather than mako this pnbllo, ho

tells Regina that he is making a new will.

Regina's

inheritance �111 be the missing money �hioh will be
considered aa a loan to her brothors.

Thus Horace

intends to get bnok at Regina tor all the cruelties
which he has suffered from her.

Before this can be

realized, he has a heart attack, and Regina doo11nes to
get him his medicine.

lie dies attempting to climb the

ata1rs to get 1t tor himaelr.

Regina toroes her brothe�•

to give her a eeventy-1'1ve percent 1ntore3t 1n the mill
b;r thl'eaten1ng to expose them ror theft.

Thus Regina,

who cares not '\That happens to other people, gete what
ahe baa desired all her 11re-•enough money to leave the
provincial homestead.
It is a nasty tamily, and their tuture promlaea
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to be equally nasty.

Thie examination of ,a family

provides a study of the grasping peopl e, perhaps pre•
oisely the type of p eople who built the industrial
empires of ou r country, for Ben can ,still observe
opt1mist1oally:
Than, too, one loses today and wine to
morrow. I say to myself, yoara of plan•
- ning and I get what I want. Then I don 1 t
get 1t. But I'm not discouraged. The
country's tu�ning, the world 1s open.
Open for people like you and me. Ready for us,
waiting tor us., After all this 1s just th e
beginning. There are hundreds of Hubbards
s1 tt1 ng in 1'oons 11 ke thia throughout the
country. Al l their names aren't Hubbard, but
they are all Hubbards and they will own this
country aome day. We' l l get along.l?
He will wait, for some day he may prove that Regi na waa
the oauae of Horaoe•s death; then all will be his.
In addition to the mentioned degree of meanness,
thero is also an interfamily relationship wherein the
weaker members are foroed into submission.

Oscar

married Birdie, who was of the old Southern aristocracy,
only tor her land; he has treated her as d1ttt ever since.
She was pretty and genteel••q�ite unprepared to cope w11h
someone like him.

He has bt'owbeaten her until sho has

become an 1nefteotual alcoholic.

He appears quite

proud of his aooomplishment i n bre4k1ng one of the
17 The Little Foxes, III.
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ar1etooraoy or which ne1 ther ho not• hie family Y.aa ever
a pax-t.

But he 1s al:10 a. OO'tlardly mnn oomplately domi•

nn ted by b1a bi-other, and he derives hia pl'3aouron f.rom
wanton killing ot the game 1n tho ourt-our'Yltng lendo and
then deny1nB the apo1ls to tho atarv1.ng Negroon.

Regina

baa been apt teful to?mrd her husband and 1s trying to
do�nato ha� dnu8hter , but the g1X'l 1a made

or a atrongor

etutt than hor father, and Rag1na w1ll probably not
euoaeod.

Bon 1a a real powei- �1th a a1n0lo•m1nded desire

to� money. He olaims that he does evoryth1ng tor the
good of the family, but th1s is doubtful booauoo it

aeem1 moro 11kely that he wants it all for h1maolt.
All the atrugglea are on a pr1m1t1vo lovel ,,tth no
holds bar�ed.

'l'h1s 1a not fit tol' trngodJ boo&uoe not

one ot the oombatants rises above thia level.

Evon

Horaue, who t�1ea to hold the tam1ly in oheok, does not
tl'y Ve't'y hard.

Although ho 1a one or tho row in the

play that has even a apa�k of deconoy and humanity, he
ts too ,eak to be aona1de red as a trt.g1a !'1guro.
Now, ths ploy 1s not to be thought or as a melodrama.
It 1a q•.11te sk1111'u11y conatttuoted, and the oharactera
are so rea11st1a that they mako one teol uncloan j11st
watching them.

Perhaps it was 111aa Hellman's intent to

ahow·;the broakdown of the old order 1n t ho South by
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presenting the disintegration of a n i ndividual. family.
The oe�trnl idoa may then be as Ben said, "the southern
aristocrat oan adapt himself to nothing.

Too high•

toned to t ry."18 If the aristocrats of the plny are
to be considered as the protagonist s, then it 1n not a

tragedy because they do not really fight; they oimply
fal_l to the insu>.9gant, graspi,ng new ordel'.
William Inge presents a penetrating annlya1s of
life 1-n ,a middle-class; midwestern home in his �

Back, tittle Sheba (1949).

The play bog1ns rather slowly,

almost to the point of dullness, a� Inge leisurely
develops Doa, the husband who is a oh1ropractor and a
forms� d1psoman1ao; Lo la, his wife, who is rat, bored,
and d1s1llus�oned; and Ma�1e, a boarder who is a college
student.

Doc seea in Marie all the beauty and hope of

youth-�olean and unsullied by the harsh realities and
misfortunes o� life.

Lola also derives pleasu�o from

obse�v1ng Marie's love affairs, and she pries into
Marie's life in an attempt to x-ega1n

aorne

of the joy

and excitement that has passed her by • . It 1a all qu1te
mundane as we are shown Doo's con forming to the prinoi•
ples ot Alcoholics Anonymous and Lola's running her

18 Ib:td., I.
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house in a slovenly, bored fashion.
.

IIowaver, Lola steams

open a telegram from Marie' a tianoe, Bruoe, and learns·
thilt he is aomtng.

of

She cleans the house in expectation

a little innocent matchmaking.

Marie, who has beon

dating Turk, an earthy college athlete, decides to have
one last fling with him before maoting B�uce.

Doo

dise..overs the affair the next morning, and his d1sil•
lusionment is so strong that he beg1na drinking again,
Bruce arrives, and the·next day Marie announces that they
are leaving to be married.

Doc 1a taken off to have a

cure,· and when he retux-na, there 1s a reoono111at1on
'between him and Lola.
Within this frame Inge presents passions ae strong
as'those found 1n the dramas or Ibsen and Strindberg.
Doc and'Lola have both bean hurt by life.

Doc's dos1re

to be·a medical doctor was thwarted, and he bad to be
satisfied to become ·a ohil'opraator.

He and Lola had

an affair before marriage, and when she foolishly went
to an abortionist, the child died.

Life has been empty

fol' them--a dull round during which Doo wa.a drunk tor
a long time.

Ee has quit drinking, but the fires of a

lost youth and a wasted life still burn deeply inside
him.

Lola too burns inside to know and exporienoe all

the things in life v.·h1oh she feels have been denied her•
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In a sense they both 11va 1n the pas�, and Lola's
plaintive Ol'ios of "Como Back, Littlo Sheba" are 01'1�s
for a �eturn of tteir lost youth and happiness.
play does olose with a tooling
rather negative hope.

or

The

hope, but this is a

�hen Doo retul'ns from the hospital,

Lola tells him or a dream she had 1n which thou:;.::h Little
Sheba was dead, she could not atop to do anything about
it.

In the following exchange Doo nsl:a he:rw why she

could not stop to help.
Lola.

I v,anted to, but ,ou ,:1011ldn' t let me.
You kept saying, •we oan't stay here,
honey;,wa gottn go on. We gotta go on."
Now isn't that otrange?

Doc.

'J:-sama are funny.

Lola.

I don't think Little Sheba's ever
coming back, Doc. I'm not going to
oall her anymore.

Doo.

Not muoh point in !ti Baby.
she's gone for sood. 9.

1

I guess

It is a poignant '.t'eoignation �n the pax,t ot them both.
Perhaps it �ould even be interpreted as a happy end1ne;J
but, .aotuall7, 1 t, is. immeasurably �ad.

Ono feels a great

amount o.t,;pit7 foi- suah people who are denied happiness
because, of �oth their mistakes and their own human
limitations.

However, this is oerta1nly not tragedy.

· 19
Come t Baok, Little Sheba, II, iv.
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Doc, when he meets with a crisis, gets dx-unk.
not tight, but he attempts to, esoap.e.
1 rrevo oably lost,

tie does·

Lola is lost,

Th�re 1s no real hope for her, and

she is of 1nsuff'io1ent stature to el1o1t mox-e than
sympathy•-even that 1s trans! toey •

Onoe sga:i.n: · though

passions x-age in the breasts of these commonplaoe
·peo�le, it 1s all banal, not the sort of sturr worthy
of, transporting the observer beyond the immediate scene.
This, of couttse, 1a the failing or many sarioas domestio
plays.

It is good dramn•-enterta1n1ng, and perh�ps

thought-provoking; but the.aotion,remains on the one
level.

The oharaotera never move tar beyond their

immediate s ituation.

There 1a no reoono111ation with

anything except the present problem, and they do not even
struggle nobly with that problem., But then, Inge never
ohoae characters of any greater,proportiona than those
demande d by,the particular situation.

The dramatist

must.know what he is oreatiog, and if a competent play
wright like Inge chooses to use characters unsuitable as
tragic figures, it is not to his damnation.
ful play does not have to be a tragedy.

A suoceaa•

However, this

play has baen included to afford examples of real
oharaote�s in a domestic situation who, bf their ve17
endowments aa human beings, preclude the
the play being celled a tragedJ•

.possibility

ot
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One of the most powettful playwrights on .the pl'esent
American aoene is Tennessee Williams.

The lilting,

unreal quality of_auoh a play as The Glass Menagerie
is 1nd1oative ot his ability to enchant an audience.
Although that dra.rna could be oonsidored as a domestic
dx-ama, A Streeton!' Hamed Desire (194'7) is much mo!'e
apl'�pos.

The setting is the

French Qual'ter of New Orleans,

and Stanley and Stella Ko\1alsk1 are quite happy w1th thdl'
bohemian existence.

The domestic soene is upset with th9

arrival of Blanche, Stella's sister.

She at first gives

the inpression of utter gentility, ar1stooraoy, and
refinement••all out of place in her new surroundings.
She or1t1o1aes the uncouthness ot Stanley and brags
abo ut her own rich, gentleman admirers.
aoon exposes her.

However, Stanley

She 1s a nymphomaniac, a drunk, and a

spendthrift who has squandered the family estate.

Un•

stablo when she arrives, aha 1s driven completely insane
when M1toh, one of Stanleyts fr1anda, deserts her; and
to add the final blow, Stanley shatto�s her last defense••
her world of fantasy.

At the end of the play she 1s

removed to an institution, and life 1s .presumed to go
on aa betoreJ strangely enough, it probably will.
Williams o�eates a very intense situations yet he
does it more with his oharaotera than anything-else.
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Stanley 1s an animal; but he 1s also n proud sort,
driven;perhaps by primal emotions, but not stupid,

He

gets what he wants as di�eotly as possible; and although
he 1s c�ude, his crudeness can be excused because it 1a
the only way he ltnows how to aot.-

He 18 hnppy with Stella•

on an earthy plane; but it ls an honest, fundamental lovo
between. them.

Stella also loves him.

Her baokground · ·.

1•

is ent1.:rely different froi!l his, but she has adjusted to Stanley's ways, and loves h1m so intensely that she
overlooks his more obvious orud1t1es.
Blanche must be oona1derad as the protagonist.
However, 1a she a tragic figure?

One must prooeed rather

oaut1ously bef'ore judging her as suoh, beonusa it is
wholly possible·that she 1s insane during tho entire
play.

Insane people are d1ft1oult to consider as·trag1o

f1gu�es because their lives are ones of delusion; there•
fore, these people must ,be seen first as sane to provide
the proper perapeoti ve.

But in the case of Blanche, if

1t can be believed that she was a sheltered, sensitive
girl, in love with a .,degenerate young man and that she
had a great emotional shook when her lover killed himself,
perhaps she can be viewed in a different light.

That la,

she can be viewed as a person seeking happiness in a life
or disappointments.

But then, other facts of her existenoe.

1~1

cannot be ignored.

She is proven to hnve been notoriously

p:rom!souous in her home town;, !.ul'thermo!'e, after being
expelled from that town, she continues to delude herself
when she oomes to new 0!1'.'leans.
happiness'/

!a this an attempt·at·

or, 1s this the machination of a madwoman'?

It 1s a tine point upon which any·analys1s must balance.
Ol'antod that. she is only momenta:r11y,, 1nsa.ne and that. she
is attempting to achieve �app1ness rationally, she still
emerges as too,talse.

She does not struggle with her

problems;.insteo.d, she sidatrnoka and goes

orr

1nto a

limbo of fantasy wherein she oonoe1ves of herself as
being someone who she i-eo.lly is not. ·This is not the
material for a t ragic hero.

�hen she.is exposed, it 1s

apparent that nhe has neve� raall1 done anything good or
noble.

It 1s unfortunate that her demise comes at the

hands of a brute like Kowalak1 1 but he is not expeoted
to be understanding; and besides, he provides an exoellet
contrast.

H8

takes things as they appear to him; facts,

not analyses, are of pl"ime importance in his mind.
she is exposed, and finally, ahe 1s destroyed.

Thus,

However.

though pity is aroused, and one must sympathize with her
plight, not;h1ngmo!'e exists.

It Williams aime4 at

tragedy, a oha�aoter like Blanche forbids success.
Actually, �illiams could have instilled eve� greater
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pathoa into th1s play if he heel·. ohos en to nllow Stella
to beliove that Stanley seduced Blanohe on the night that
Stella enve birth. to their child.

But Stella has great

faith 1n Stanley, and in the rollowing exchange between
Stella and Eunice, a neighbor, when Blanche 1a to be
oomnitted to nn asylum, 1t is cleal' that life will oonttnue
as before.
·. Stella•

Stella's faith in Stanley will not bo shaken.
I don t t kno.,r if I did. tho 1'1ght thing•

. Eunice. What olae could yon do?
Stella.

I couldn't believe her story and go
on living with Stanley.

Eunice.

Don't ever believe it. Life has got
to go on. No mattet' what ha.ppono ., you've
got to keep on going.20

Life does have to keep going on.

Blanche was a dangerous

interruption i n the domestic round.

Her feelings are

ot m1nor f.mportanoe except to her.

It becomes simply a

matter of development of a oharaoter, one who is never
really strong enough, although quite real and believable,
on a level beneath that demanded of tragedy.

All the

rest merely makes tor a good play.
Another popul ar and oompetent dramatist, Arthur
Miller, has been very successful with his typically
20 A Streetcar Named Desire, I, xi,
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Amari onn domestic· dramas,- All !.iy Sons (1947) and Dea th
of a Salos�an (1949).

Miller discusses his plays at

length in an 1ntroduot1on to his Collected Plays.

Con•

oern1ng Death of a Salesman he says, "I sot out not to
wri te a tragedy in this play, but to show the truth as
I saw 1 t." 21

He continues �1th an interesting discussion

or -�ragedy nnd the trag1a horo which gives the 1mpress1m
that he feels that this play ends·as a tragedy.

More

ovaX", M111el' feels that Willy Loman is a ve'ry brave
spirit who receives the final knowlod.go "which 13 that
he is loved by his son and has bean embraced by him
and forgive�." 22

An author's own commen ts on a play are

vary helpful, but not everyone is aware of these comments
when reading or seeing a play; further, one 1s never as
closely assooia ted with tha oharacters in a play as is
the author.

A play must exist·on its own meri ts and

require no i ntroductory comments abou t whut has or has
not been•intanded.
Death

or a Salesman is a skill.fully constructed

play, and t here 1s employed a method of scene transition
whioh avoids the abrupt change brought on by tho use of

21 Arthur Miller, Collected Plays (New York, 1952),
page 31.
28 Ibid., pa3e 34.
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n oux-t:11n.

This is "<tery .effect:1 'tJ'a because much of the

notion takes place in ?ally toman' a mind •. The oontinuity
is preac�vad by 11ght1ng ef':fec ts and special s tnging
r,atheXt than the trad1 t:lonal aoeno changes.

V71.lly has

been a salesman all his 11£e, and h1a product is himself.
Bt1t he has never been s good aa:lesmnn.

There have been

oth�t- opportun1tien, but he has ecorn�d ·them 1n preference·
to his chosen work.

His 11.fa 1s auppo:rndly dedicated. ·

to his two sons, who at the time or the play, havo not
turned out very well.

Maybe �11ly's great d isappoint•

ment is that they have not succeeded where he failed,
but he does not realize that' 1t is his fault.

Although

he 1s a pract1oal mnn when working with his hands, he is
also an 1rnp'X'aot1cal dreamer.

Be has deluded himself

into believlng � 11.e has accomplished great things and
made many f�1ends.
Willy's dream was to be exactly like a salesman
named Dave S1ngleman who wna on the road until tho age
or eighty-four,

Willy, in telling his boss about this

man, is actually talking to himself when he says:
And old Dave, he'd go up to his room,
y 1 undel'stnnd, p1.1t on his green velvet·.
slippe:t:ts•-I' 11 never 1'orget-•and pick· up hi.a
phone and oe.11 the buyers, and w1 thout evexleaving his room ., at the a;:e of. 'e1chty-.four,
he made hie living. And when I saw that, I
roallzAd that selllng·was the greatest career

a man oould want. •cause what could be more
sat isfying than to be able to go, at the age of
eighty-tour, into twenty or thirty ditterent
o1t1es, and pick up the phone, and be remembered
and loved and helped by so many different.
people? Do you know? when he d1ed•-and by the way
he died the death ot a salesman, 1n bis green
velvet slippers 1n the smoker of the New York,
new Raven and Hartford, going into Bosto n••
when he died, hundreds of salesmen and buyers
were at his funera1. 23
Bu� no one knows Willy any moreJ perhaps they never
did know him.
Willy is oontemplat1ng su1oide at the opening of
the play.

His contact with reality, however, is oon•

stantly pushed into the back of his mind with his dreams.
The one thing that he cannot ignore 1s that he 1s not
loved �1ther by his friends or his sons.

When he 1a

released from his job, he no longer has the means of
even pretending that he is going off to meet lits friends
in his old territory.

It is muoh too apparent that his

sons are 1noompetents, and he finally realizes that it�
his own fault.

Willy beoomea a very sympathet1o figure

whon he oomes face to face with himself, but he is not
a tragio figure.

A man who can happily consider killing

himself because he is exalted to learn that his son
really does love him is quite pitiable, but it is an
23 Death of a Salesman, II.

action ot a petty man and not the action ot the protago
nist ot a tragedy.
The play is not a tragedy although it 1'1l'st appears
to be.

When one realizes what Willy .really is, there i a

n o longer any tragic 1dent1f1oatJ.on despite the intense
pathos arising from the d�splayed emotions.

There 1a

a �orrible rasa1nat1on 1n watching such an unhealthy
delusion brought to a dramatic close, but it 1s not
the horror that evokes katharais.
nor upl11'.ted by the action.

One 1a neither purged

Willy ai'mply does not have

the nobility of human dignity neoe�sary for anyone .to
feel that there has ·been any great loss.
the play is undeniable.

The impact of

Miller has orea.ted a group of

living cbaraotera and analyzed them to their cores.
Further, it 1s dittioult to categorize this play.
ta not a tragedy• wha.t thent

If ·it

It is not really a pro•

blem play, for neither problem nor solution 1s presented.
Perhaps it can. be called an intense probing into the
mind of a man who may be more typically American than
many w ould like ,to admit.

Moreover, ainoe this probing

is oonduoted within a frame of reference ot a family, the
play must be oons'-dered a domestic drama.

Therefore, if

an author 1a going to aubn1t hia oraat1one to auoh sharp
aorutiny, he must !1rot be sure he haa the necessary stuff'·.
to work with bofo�e he aims at tragedy.
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S1noe the endeavors of the leading American drama
tists of today have been judged as not suoaeed1ng aa
tragedy, and since they have failed because of the
stature of the protagonist, Joseph Wood Krutoh'e com•
par1son of Death of a Salesman and A Streetcar Named
Des1tte af'fottds s1gn1f1oant support to thts,judgement.
The-failure of'these plays lies 1n the i'aot that
Both end with what looks leas like a tragio
attirmat1on than like a simple oonteaston of
defeat. Neither Willy Loman nor Blanche
Duboia 1s likely to stri ke the apeotator as a
very dignified or very noble character, and
both are oompletely deatroyed--aa, say, Hamlet
and Othello are not oompletely destroyed••
when the story ends. Loman 1s a auioide and
Blanche 1s being led away to a madhouse. 24
Amerioan drama 1s·very active today.

There are

enough oompatent playwrights capable of producing tragedy.
Moreover they are capable of producing tragedy in a
domestio setting.

But first, they will have to endeavor

to create a protagonist who, though he appears humble and
his surroundings are ordinary, muet have an inherent
greatnessand human dignity.

He must pit this protagonist

against overwhelming odds, a nd this protagonist must
struggle honestly before he falls.

But when he does fall,

or when his destruction is i nevitable, this protagonist
84 Joseph Wood Krutoh, "Modernism" i n Modern Drama
(Ithaca, 1953), pages 123•124.

must aoh1eve a peace thut goes beyond the im:ned1ate
sw.-roundings; he must be capable of exulting with the
real1Zat1on that his reward 1s something greater than
death.
tragedy.

If this is achieved, the result must be pure

CONCLUSION
Domestio drama is the most popular genre employed
by the modern <h'amatist..

The question may 8.l'1so as to

whether or not tragedy i s any longer desired by the
pla_7goer..

In these l'epl'esentat1ve plays, taken from

many countries and 'Wl'1tten on a variety of themes all
centered around domestic lire, as judged by the ol'iteria
establis hed in the first ohaptett, few ot these dramas
succeed as tragedies.

This 1s not to be interpreted to

mean that the so-called "trag1a impulse" ie dead.

Those

plays wh1oh are classed aa tragedy al'e pure tragedy••
dramas at the peak of intensity demanded by ·the best of
dl'amat1o al't.
Naturally, when performed, a play must have skilled
actors, directors, and producers.

But 1f the playwright

has utilized all his skill, it he has created characters
that come to life with each performance because they are
endowed with the necessary attributes

or a real person••

behaving in accordance w1th the natures with which they,
as persons, must logically possees••then it does not
matter what the stake iaJ the station of the protagonist
does not matter; nor does the.time or place matter.

It these real characters,

bJ their behavior in the time

that is allotted to them on the stage, elicit awe and
horror on the part ot the audience because they are of
such magnitude as human beings; if the odds have been
established in suoh proportions that the protagonist
cannot wtnJ and tr there is tho realization on the part
o�._the protagonist that he has conquered, thou�h conqueredJ
then the trag1o impulse has been recaptured.
But a tragedy requires much more than merely a
strong protagonist.

The surroundings must be of surr1-

oient scale; that ts, his a ntagonist must be invincible
for the ensuing struggle to be or proper pl:'oport1ons •.
Daily 11:f'e is composed of 1nntlmerable struggles.

These

are seldom tragic; instead, they are a step·or two lower,.
though qu1te.ssrious at the moment.

The immediate must

be transcended, ror the tragic.situation oontinues to
revolve in the mind ot t he audience long after the
revelation ot the tacts.

People like to share the

troubles or others, and by d oing so they tend t o forget
their own troubles.

However, in a tragedy the situation

is much more intense than in everyday life, and it is
doubtful that a steady diet ot tragedy, �1th its ex•
hauating demands, ia desirable.

Human beings a1mply do

not have· the:capab111t1eeJ unallev1ated tragedy quickly
beoomea aati"ating.

Therefore, tr,,agedy must remain a
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special thing, a quality, or exper1enoe, that must be
taken 1n small doses and savored.
When one witnesses a true tragedy, there 1s indeed
a purgation

or emotions. This is as true today as it

was in ·the time of Aristotle.

O�e is drained by watching

the rate ot a tragic tigure because one ls removed from
the banalities

or everyday existence; l i�e ia placed on

a higher plane; events have grea tor s1gn1t'ioano e.
is not a flash impression or experience.

This

Rather, 1t

is ·a continuing em�tional state which permits one to go
beyond and to search within one's own soul to see if
the:r:ae is the personal capab111ty of experiencing •the ·
same.

Thus everyday troubles are forgotten J the· end ·

result is a cleansing or one•s own emotions.

This is

something which extends beyond a oontemplat1on or death.
Although death 1s a very serious thing to most people,
the death of the protagonist does not automatioally
qualify a play as t ragedy.

Death oacura every day, and

although often with, accumulated auf'fering fol' the living,
it 1s really suoh a.oom.�onplace curtain to existence

that one does not long pondar on the event, oxoept when
it is the death of one very dear.
However, when one witnesses someone struggling
with a power gl'Oater t han a tangible antagonist-•greater
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than an antagonist who can oause only momentary suffering
before death; whe n this is a st'.l':uggle,wb1oh is mostly
mental and is of the sort that pernd.ts,no o ompromiseJ
and when this struggle 1s :rurthel' complicated by the
fact that the odds al'e hopelt,ssly, against the protagonist,
and that often ho does not know it, then the tragic
at�osphere is created.

Moreover, when this protagonist

fights until fight is no longer necessary, praotioal,
or plauai ble; when he rises by dint of his own human
d1gn1 ty and nothing mox-e; and finally when he achieves
a peaoe, perhaps the moat apt phrase is "the peaoe that
passeth underatand1ng, n then the play must be called a
tttag�d.y.
'People do. not expel'1eno-e the emotional . stress of
tragedy ovary day.

People have neither the capacity

nor the 1nol1nat1on fol' a steady diet of tragedy.

This

is not to eay that thinking people--and tragedy, l'aal
tragedy, demands th1 nk1ng.people--oannot enjoy this
vicarious transport, thus purging the1r emotions.

In

reality, a thinking pars on must be cleansed emotionally
from time to time to be able to cope with the multitude .
of pl'oblema that surround h1m 1n. everyday life.

The

daily frustrations must be rel1e�ed, and there 1s no
better way than through the homeopathy or fighting :,:the
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tl'ouble by sharing another's trouble.

When the vicarious

experience is gl'eater than one's·parsonal experience,
ordinary troubles oan be made to appeal' 1nsign1fioant ·
and thereby easie� to bear.
The tl'agio situation is hardly morbid, with suffer
ing presented for the sake of suffering.
th�re 1a exultation and reaffirmation.
is uplittedj not depressed.

In a tragedy
The audience

Therefore, the witnessing

of tragedy is a healthy thing, although the experience
is partially fantasy.

However, it io not the fantasy

in whioh people indulge themselves in moments o.t' personal
escape.

The play must· ring true because it is a fantasy

for the' multitude.

The plot cannot be a constructed

tl'eatise; auoh a thing is soon reoognized.
be natural:

It all must

atmosphere, oharaoter, spoeohes, and plot

must all complement one another realistically.

Melo-

drama la amusing; one laughs at the obvious incongruities-

__

the very seat of humo�.
for 1noong�u1ty.

There 1s no plaoe in tragedy

If the entanglement becomes too great,

the deus ex .....,
maohina
................. oannot be introduoed; neither 1s

there any plaae for the unexpected telegram, nor the

complete reversal of charaoter.

All of these things

must be avoided beoause they shattsr this oreated sense
ot reality.

It cannot be denied that a play is heightened
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real1ty-•one 1s shown only so much; _but on the other
hand, how many significant things are shown t o the
ordinary pex-son ooncarning hie aoqualntances, even the
caose�t of friends?
T ragedy affords one the opportunity to weigh the ,.
most important facts about a person, tq exnm1ne·th1s
d1�t1llnt1.on of all a chnrao ter 1s and thinks, nnd rrom
this construct 1n o ne's ow_n mind exactly the desire d
i:,1preasiot1s.

These impresn1ons wlll be quite varied

in an audience; non� tho loss, there will be one general
impression rocogn1Jiable by all. ·Tho vari ous inte:rpre•
tations only add an extra dividend thnt 1s usually
lacking - in a melodrama.

However, once again 1t muat

be reiterated that the actions of the pl'otagon1st rmst
be l."eal and underotandable.

In this ace of m1soonstrued

psycholog1cnl insights, the tendency is to fol'get that
all great dramati sts �ere payoho logiets.

Psychology

is knowledge of human natul'e, and the gx-eatest problems
revolve around _the no rmal rather than around the
obscure and abnormal, which tho aud1anco cannot hope nor
even care to understand.

This is preo1soly why domestio

drama pl"ovides s1Jch potentialit y for being a true medium
for tragedy•
It th.el'e are not m ox-e- domestic tragedi es, it is
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because the dramatists have not aimed at·. them.

Domestic

life a.f'fottds the ol�areat, most easily understood
situation thnt can be found.

It is the situation \'Id.th

which almost eva1•yone is familiar.

Further, domestic

life contains closer affiliations, more intense feeling�
·greater conflicts, and hence opportunities for more
ne�rly. unive:rsa.l 1den1tifiaation than are to be found
in almost ,any,othar situation.
Many domestic dramas have been omitted.

Among

these-are surely many that could be classed as leg1t1•
mate domestic tragedies.

But the intont was not to

include every domestic drama written, nor was the in•
tent to show a definite development of domestic drama.
Certain tl'ansitional material had to be included wh en
neoessaey to provide e ome sense or continuity.

The

1nd:tv1dusl plays were selected to demonstrate both tho
variety of themes and the variety of protagonists
that oan be employed in domestic drama.

It should be

appal'ent that th_ere is a much greater diversity af'fol'ded
by domeat io drama than fir at appeal's.

�!ol'eover, a

complete story with a strong plot is not nooessary; 1n
fact, the tranohe .!!!.!!.! 1a often quite sufficient to
co ntain materia l fo� tragedy as is tho short, one act plly.
There are certain landmarl{s i n the development of

l:56;
domestic ·drama that cannot be ignol'.'ed.
agreed that Ibsen showed the way,

It 1s now gen:erally

Raymond Williams ls

probably r ight .in eny1ng· thst Ibsen o?'estod "the oonso1ous•
nesa or modern European d rama.0 2 5
In England, Pinero demonstrated the potantialitles.
of domast1o•dt'ama. as tragedy, and Mase1"1eld fulfilled
these potent1al1t1es.
begins with O'Neill.

In Amer1on, modern domeetio drama
Howeve r, all of th is potnts to

what John Mason Brown speaks or �hen he snys th�t the
theatre now a ims nt spir itual rolease rather than
detailed 1nfo?'mation.

pne becomes transported rrom the

mundane everyday life, to "that speotal world of meaning
and suggestion, of rnpture and beauty which lie w1th1�

the theatre's province to evoke." 20

But then , has that

not alwa70 been the aase with tragedy?

The men mentioned

above merely s howed that suoh a thing is possible with
domest1o drama.

S1noe drama 1s not dead, the art ot

writing t?'agedy oannot be considered to be dead.

Further •

mo re, it is p�obably not wrong to suggest the.t 1n the
futu re true trnged1es--and Bl'eat tragedies may be expeotad••
will be written as domestic dramas.
26

Williams, page 97.

26 John Mason Brown, The Mode rn Theatre 1n Revolt
(new Yol'k, 1929), page 55.·
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